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The editors, staff and publishers
of the Alestle believe in the free
exchange of ideas, concerns and
opinions and will publish as many
letters to the editor as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the
Alestle office located in the Morris
University Center, Room 2022
or
via
e-mail
at
alestleeditor@gmail.com. All hard
copy letters should be typed and
double-spaced. All letters should be
no longer than 500 words. Please
include your phone number,
signature (or name, if using e-mail)
and student identification number.
We reserve the right to edit
letters for grammar and content.
However, great care will be taken to
ensure that the message of the letter
is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be
printed anonymously except under
extreme circumstances.
The Alestle is a member of the
Illinois College Press Association,
the Associated Collegiate Press and
U-WIRE.
The name Alestle is an
acronym derived from the names of
the three campus locations of SIUE:
Alton, East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on
Tuesdays and Thursdays during fall
and spring semesters, and on
Wednesdays
during
summer
semesters. For more information,
call 6 5 0 -3 5 2 8 .

Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail:
alestleeditor<SgmaiLcom

The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, 111. 62026-1167
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Get the most from the college
experience in class and out

I love the first w eek of
school at SIUE. For once, the
quad actually looks like it does in
the promotional pictures of the
campus, sunny, green and full of
smiling college students.
I guess there’s
---------a
ju st som ething in
the air this week.
Even people who
commute to campus
spend more time in
the quad and the
M orris U niversity
Center, catching up
with old friends and
checking out what kind of free
stuff they can find at the
Welcome Week booths.
Class is more fun too. It’s
great to walk into a class and find
out you will actually have friends
there. I love going through the
syllabus to see if there is an
attendance policy, checking out
the grading scale and looking for
surprises such as no tests or
papers. My first day’s notes are
always in perfect handwriting,
dated and extremely detailed. Not
to mention that most classes get
out early on the first day.
Incoming freshm en get a few
extra perks. 1 vaguely remember
how exciting my first week in the
dorm was. There were so many
people to meet and even more
things to do. It felt like I was
living in a different world.
Campus gets a lot less
exciting after the first week or so.
People settle into new patterns
and the quad clears out. Right
after Labor Day, you may
suddenly have piles o f homework

and no time to do it.
Classes get harder. And then
the weather gets cold.
For
some
students,
particularly incoming freshmen,
it may be hard to focus on
schoolwork as the semester drags
on. They can get distracted by
their new surroundings and the
freedom of living on their own.
O ther students may feel so
overwhelm ed by their school
work and jobs that they become
entirely wrapped up in work and
don't do anything else. It can be a
pretty delicate balance between
academics and a social life.
I know from personal
experience that it’s easy to get
caught up in the social scene and
neglect your school work. I
didn’t do very well for a few
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Chancellor encourages
students to take advantage
of opportunités at SIUE

someone say that it’s not what
you know, but who you know?
Above all, students learn
how to be responsible for
themselves. Before I came to
college I had never done a load of
laundry or even balanced my
checkbook. If you don’t know
how to do something you will
figure it out pretty quickly when
necessary. When you suffer the
consequences o f skipping too
many classes, eating too many
pizzas, not getting enough sleep
or spending too much money
you’re forced to learn from your
mistakes.
So, I recommend everyone
Welcome to a new year of
take advantage o f the full college
excitement and opportunity at
experience. Get involved with an
Southern Illinois University
organization. Do something that
Edwardsville! You are here to
you love, whether it’s writing for
build on your education and your
----------------the paper or
experiences of the past and to
joining
an
pursue the vast wealth of
intramural
knowledge available through
league.
higher education. Even years
Get
to
from now, you will likely find
know
the
that fall brings to mind memories
people in your
of textbook shopping, new
classes and your
friendships
and
rewarding
neighbors. Just
classes. Whether you are a new
m eet
new
or returning student, commit to
people.
making the most of your time on
Try
not
to
get
too
campus.
overwhelmed by your classes.
As students, you will benefit
There are resources available in
from our excellent academic
the writing, math and speech
programs, our faculty and staff
centers as w ell as through
committed to providing you with
tutoring and study groups. I’ve
high
quality
educational
learned that in the first few weeks
opportunities and our harmonious
o f school it is particularly
campus climate that encourages
im portant to make a good
open dialogue and mutual respect
impression on your professors. It
among individuals with different
makes it easier to work with them
backgrounds,
cultures
and
if you get behind later in the
perspectives.
C itizenship,
semester. They are here to help
excellence, integrity, openness
you if you are willing to put forth
and wisdom com prise our
the effort.
University values and guide our
I
would say above anything
work day in and out. These
else, just take care o f yourself and
values are so important to SIUE
have a good time too. College can
that you will be reminded of them
be educational and fun.
every time you see the large
So for our freshm en,
banner in the Morris University
welcome to SIUE. Everyone
Center.
else, welcome back. Here’s to
having a great year.

For once , the quad actually looks
like it does in the promotional
pictures o f the campus , sunny,
green and fu ll o f smiling college
students.
semesters. But I still learned a
lot.
Mark Twain said it best. “I
have never let my schooling
interfere with my education.”
I think he offered some
pretty good advice. I am in no
way condoning slacking in
school
or
skipping
class.
Attending class and doing
hom ework are obviously a
college student’s first priority.
However, college is an
education in itself. My adviser
refers
to
it
as
“adult
socialization.”
Students
(hopefully) learn to be punctual,
how to meet deadlines and how
to interact with people in a more
professional manner. We leam to
balance m ultiple tasks and
manage our time.
We are educated in other
ways as well. The new people we
meet in class, in student
organizations and by going out
are also people to network with
when entering the job market.
How many times have you heard
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You will get out of your
education what you put into it.
Consider your time spent in the
classroom, studio, laboratory and
library as only part of your
education. You have a wealth of
opportunities, both inside and
outside the classroom .
For
exam ple, there are frequent
faculty and student exhibits in the
Art and Design Building and in
the Morris Center. There is also
the Arts & Issues Series and a
wide variety of organizations,
associations and clubs to broaden
your university experience. The
Student Fitness Center houses
one of the finest and most
extensive recreational programs
of any Illinois university, and the
Cougar athletic program offers
all o f its regularly scheduled
events free o f charge to students.
Your input regarding the types of
programs you would like to see
on campus will enable us to make
your SIUE experience the best it
can be. So give it all you’ve got!
There are several means
available at SIUE for you to
express your opinions.
The
Alestle, your student newspaper,
is one of these vehicles. The
masthead stands for “Alton, East
St.
L ouis,
Edw ardsville,”
representing the cohesion of the
three educational centers that
make up SIUE. The Alestle is an
integral part of this university,
and it is one of the ways that
faculty and administrators can
leam your thoughts and opinions.
The fall semester signals a
renewed
opportunity
for
investm ent in the future.
I
sincerely hope you share that
excitement as 1 extend you a
warm welcome and best wishes
for a
successful
2005-06
academic year.
Vaughn Vandegrift
Chancellor

Political Cartoon
Courtney Rakers
Editor in Chief

Do you hav&jr^t^tioJ^dr comment?
Get your opinion out
Send a letter to the editor
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" IT'S A COMPROMISE - YOU GET TO SMOKE, I GET TO BREATHE

*

Back To School S u r v i v a l Guide
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Vice chancellor offers Political Cartoon
tips for success at SIUE

Dear Students:
W elcome to the SIUE
community! We are pleased that
you are joining us this fall. This is
an exciting time in your life. As a
student you will be introduced to
many new and different ideas and
experiences;
you
will
be
challenged to think logically and
creatively
about
difficult
questions; and you will be asked
to discuss the answers to these
questions.
Join
in
the
discussions, you have much to
offer.
From my perspective, here
are some valuable points to
assure your success as an SIUE
student:
First, and foremost, invest
the time and energy necessary
to achieve good grades.
M ost
academ icians
recommend a minimum of two
hours studying outside of class

for every hour of class. Attend
class regularly and make sure you
know
your
instructor’s
attendance policy. Be on time and
be prepared for every class
meeting. Sit in the front of the
classroom!
Follow
your
syllabus, making sure that you
are organized and that your
assignments are completed in a
timely manner. If you need help,
talk with your instructor or
advisor so they can direct you to
the best source of help.
Second, resolve conflicts,
differences and disputes by
thoughtful discussion.
Civility is a cornerstone of
our academic community, you
are expected to act and behave
accordingly. At times you may
disagree with fellow members of
the academic community. Part of
your college experience is
learning to resolve disagreements
in a fashion that is in keeping
with your role as an educated
member of the SIUE academic
community.
Third, get involved in
student life.
There
are
numerous
opportunities available to you to
become involved in activities and
services beyond the classroom.
Check
out
the
student

organizations on campus, they
need your participation. Consider
doing volunteer work related to
your
academic
m ajor
or
participate in the social and
recreational opportunities on
campus. All of these activities
give you the chance to interact
with your fellow students, faculty
and staff and serve to enrich and
broaden your education.
Fourth, and lastly, take
care o f yourself.
Achieve the balance between
what is required to succeed at the
University
and
the
other
obligations o f family and work.
Occasional stress is a normal part
of a student’s life. How you cope
with it, in a constructive manner,
will make all the difference for
you. Make lifestyle decisions that
are in your best interest.
Again, I welcome you to
SIUE. I look forward to meeting
you on campus and hope you find
your University experience both
rewarding and memorable.
Sincerely,

Narbeth R. Emmanuel Ph.D.
Vice Chancellor for
Student Affairs

As a contributing member
of the SIUE Community,
you should know your
rights and responsibilities.
This information is
available in print and on
the SIUE Web site.
SOUTHERN iLLINOiS UN.VLRSITT

Check it out at...
http://www.siue.edu/POLICIES/ptoc .html#3c
http://www.siue.edu/POLICIES/6c3.html

For additional information contact the Office o f Student Affairs a t (618) 650-2020
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Library offers more than books

T h u rsd a y , A u g u s t

Advisors help find the way
through academics
C ory F reem an
N ew s S t r in g e r

K a t i e G k o i h IA l e s t l e

Summer chemistry student Jason Chow, senior chemistry major Bryan Schneider and
junior chemistry major Isaac Corn get assistance from library aids Julie Hansen and
Steven Kerber.
Schalene H

o usto n

N e w s S t r in g e r

The Lovejoy Library and its
employees offer more than just
books to the campus.
For students interested in
working on a wireless network,
library-ow ned
laptops
are
available for rent. Reserve
Manager Charles Dugan said the
departm ent issues laptops for
students to work in the library,
but there are some requirements
to follow before checking a
laptop out.
According to Dugan, laptops
can be borrowed for two hours at
a time. Students must be enrolled
in classes and not owe more than
$49.99 in fees.
If students decide to bring
their own laptops, network cards
used
to
connect
to
the
library’s wireless netw ork are
available for use w ithin the
building.
Lovejoy Library has three
main departm ents, Lovejoy

Library
Inform ation,
Academic Computing and Audio
Visual
Services.
Each
department has many services to
aid students through the school
year.
Education Librarian Matt
Paris said as a Subject Specialist
he is able to help education
majors with any problems they
may encounter.
“As an education librarian, I
work with the School o f
Education. I order all the books
and journals for the School of
Education,” Paris said. “I also
handle specific bibliographic
instructions.”
Dugan said his department is
in charge of retrieving certain
information for students to access
through the internet.
“W e’re
responsible
for
instructors who like students to
study outside the classroom .”
Dugan said. “If a professor wants
to teach on Blackboard, we
acquire the material and scan
it.”

Those looking for a variety
of used books at reasonable
prices should check out Lovejoy
Library's Good Buy Bookstore
located in the basement of the
building.
Subject librarians, as well as
others throughout the community
donate the books, Director of
Development D avid Cassens
said.
A variety of books, some
available for as little as a dime or
a quarter, are available because
the book store receives a mixture
of donations, including popular
novels, Cassens said.
While the library offers a
variety of services to help
students, Paris still encourages
students to ask if they need
additional help.
“Come to the information
desk and ask for help. Everybody
here is dedicated to that,” Paris
said.
For more information, call
the Lovejoy Library at 650-2717
or visit library.siue.edu/lib/.
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Often times, students do not
know what they want to study
when they come to college. That
is where the Office of Academic
Counseling and Advising comes
in.
“With
the
curriculum
becoming more and more
complex, students simply don’t
know what to sign up for,” John
Garrett, director of the bachelor
of liberal studies degree, said. “I
had a freshman come in this
summer who said he wanted to
be a pharmacist, lawyer, history
teacher or marine biologist. He
clearly had no idea why he was
here.”
W hile academ ic advising
does
not
mean
academic
registration, the
mandatory
advising policy helps students
understand the policy and the
complexities o f the university,
according to Garrett.
“When I first came here I
had no idea what I was signing
up for, all that I knew was I was
coming to college and that was

about it,” Mike Ganske, who is
now a senior majoring in
Mechanical Engineering, said. “I
didn't know that a culture class
was needed or a fine arts class
was needed. I figured I was going
to be taking pretty much all math
classes for engineering.”
G arrett said he has seen
students in the past enroll in
classes that they didn’t have the
prerequisites for or that were
inappropriate when they were not
advised.
“It’s like driving down a
road with no stop sign,” Garrett
said. "There were so many
wrecks at that intersection we
had to put up a sign to tell
students where to go.”
To
register
for
an
appointment, online to siue.edu
and click on the “AdvisorTrac”
link on the left side below
“Online Services.” Then the
student has to enter his or her
SIUE e-id and password to
login.
For more information, call
the
Office
of
Academic
Counseling and Advising at
650-3701.

Office answers questions
about student financial aid

CDC is a “point to start” for students
K

r is t e n

R

kber

N e w s E d it o r

Students looking for a point to start in their
college careers may want to check out the Career
Development Center, located in Founders Hall,
Room 3126.
“We provide services for freshmen through
graduate students. We also serve alumni who are in
need of our services as well,” Career Development
Center Director Jean Paterson said. “There’s a lot to
be done besides getting an education. We view it as
80 percent of students say they’re coming to school
to get a job. They’ve got a lot to look at. We start
helping them right from the beginning.”
The Career D evelopm ent Center offers
students assistance in networking with a variety of
em ployers through career fairs, on-cam pus
interviewing and even the Internet.
The Career Development Center’s Web site
offers opportunities for students and employers to
network through Cougar Jobline.

Paterson says the Cougar Jobline has been
beneficial since day one.
“Since the day w e’ve implemented the Web
site, it has been very convenient for everyone,
students, em ployers, us,” Paterson
said.
“Employers can log on and view resumes (at any
time). Employers are looking at it 24/7.”
Paterson says the employers enjoy the Web
site, which was created just a couple of years ago.
“We choose the employers who get to view the
resumes and they like the (Internet) aspect because
they want to do everything as paperless as
possible,” Paterson said. “The bad side is that not
all students are registered with us. If they (the
employer) have access to e-mail and the Web site,
they can pull resumes off the Web site. If a student’s
resume is not there, they won’t see it.”
Paterson says that employers only have one
major complaint about the Web site.
“ E m ployers like resum es to be up to date,”
P aterson said. “The biggest co m p lain t is that
see C A R E E R S, page 19

K a t i e G r o t h IA l e s t l e

Senior geography major Brett Wehking discusses his
financial aid with advisor Mary Jenkins. Students may get
assistance from an advisor at the front desk, by phone or
in person between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Students are required to bring their Cougar Cards.
C ory F reem an
N e w s S t r in g e r

Students who depend on
financial aid to finance their
education need to stay on top of
filing forms with the Student
Financial Aid Office.
The best advice for any
student, according to Student
Financial Aid Associate Director
Sally M ullen, is to file for

financial aid as early as possible.
“Students should apply for
financial aid by March 1,”
Mullen said. “That way we can
get the student taken care o f by
the time o f the first payment for
the fall semester. Students who
don’t apply in time may have to
make the first payment up front.”
In the 2003-2004 school
year, the Student Financial Aid
see F IN A N C IA L A ID , page 19
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Textbook Service wants happy students
Sch a len e H o usto n
N e w s S t r in g e r

Textbook Service wants
students to be happy and
Assistant Director King Lambird
believes having shorter waiting
times is one way to accomplish
that.
“(Students) spend no more
than tw enty minutes in line
during
our busiest tim e,”
Lambird said. “We’re very proud
of that and want to keep that up.”
He added if a student plans

on dropping a class, then the
student should not bother to pick
the book up. He also advises
students to take care of the books
while in their possession because
there is a penalty if returning a
damaged textbook.
“The biggest problem is
w ater dam age... pages curl,”
Lambird said. “Put a nice plastic
bag in the book bag. We won’t
accept them back and we bill
them for the cost.”
It is important for students to
rem ember
their
student

identification cards when they
come to pick up their books.
“By university policy in
order to pick up books they need
to have a good ID (Cougar) card
in good condition,” Lambird
said.
Books will be available for
rent the Monday before the start
of the semester. The deadline to
return books is the Tuesday after
finals.
For more inform ation on
textbook rental, call Textbook
Service 650-3020.

Know Your World
Read the Alestle
J E R R Y ’S

r is t e n
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Students with disabilities
can get support in numerous
ways through Disability Support
Services.
Disability
Support
Services, located in Rendlemann
Hall, Room 1218, offers services
for
approxim ately
270
students..
Students with mental and
physical disabilities such as
mobility, hearing and vision
im pairm ents, chronic health
problem s
and
learning
disabilities are among those
assisted by Disability Support
Services. The services can also
be used by students needing just
temporary assistance.
Students with assistance can
have access to higher education
through the accom m odations
Disability Support Services
offers.
“We provide equal access to
education for students with
disabilities,” Disability Support
Services Specialist Jim Boyle
said. “We follow the guidelines
of
the
Americans
With
Disabilities Act.”
Among the services offered
are note-taking services, adaptive

equipment that enlarges writing,
and sign-language interpreters.
Students with disabilities
can get even more assistance in
academics through the Office of
Academic
Counseling
and
Advising.
“We have a counselor in
general advising named Jane
Danridge who helps with those
students,” Boyle said.
W hile Disability Support
Services offers a variety of
academic assistance, the office
also offers students a place to
relax.
“Our students come here to
eat lunch, they do homework, use
the computers and just socialize,”
Boyle said.
Those
who 'are
just
interested in disabilities may also
be involved with Disability
Support Services through New
Horizons, an organization for and
about people with disabilities.
The
group
celebrates
Disability
Awareness
Day
through activities such as the
Celebrating
Abilities
5K
Run/Walk/Roll Race and the
W heelchair Basketball Race,
which take place during the
spring semester.
According to Disability
Support Services’ Web site,

learning
disabled
students
wishing
for
academic
adjustments
“must
provide
docum entation o f a specific
diagnosis from a qualified
professional in the field,” as
well as, “evaluations that
substantiate a specific learning
disability.”
Students with disabilities
who are interested in taking
advantage of the services offered
by Disability Support Services
must provide evidence o f
their
disabilities
through
documentation less than three
years old.
According to the Web site,
students in need of assistance
must register and request services
in the Disability Support Services
Office. Requests for services
should be made 2 to 4 weeks
before
the
services
are
needed.
The office is open from 8
a.m. to 6:30 p.m ., Monday
through Thursday and 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Friday.
For more inform ation on
Disability Support Services or to
learn more about their services
and requirements, call Disability
Support Services at 650-3726 or
visit
their
Web
site
at
siue.edu/DSS.

Lab enhances class experience

S A L E S

104 W. Vandalia, Edw ardsville, IL 62025

Students with disabilities have support
K

T I R E

656-1180
Mon. - Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
w w w.jerry stiresales .com
• Tires

• Oil Change

• Alignment

• Belts & Hoses

• Brakes

• Batteries

Suspension

• Wiper Blades

5% Discount
for purchases over
$20 for SIUE students
with valid ID
S tn iD G E s r o n c

f ire s to n e

lfa/vo//ne

ATTENTION STUDENTS:
Specific types o f student Directory Information are made
available to the general public. Under Public Law 93-380 as
amended, the University may make accessible to any person
external to the University "Directory Information" in conformity
with the law. Notice is therefore given that the information listed
below will be available to any person inquiring about such data
for any student enrolled at SIUE unless the student files a written
objection prohibiting release of this information. Students who
have not filed an objection to the release of directory information
will also be included in all SIUE student directories, published
both in print and on the University's website. The written
objection must be filed with the Office of the Registrar no later
than A ugust 26, 2005. This objection will remain in effect until
the student files a written cancellation with the Office of the
Registrar.

Directory Information includes the following:
1. Student Name
2. Student address and telephone number (local and permanent)
3. Student e-mail address
4. Major field o f study
5. Classification
6. Dates of attendance
7. Full or part-time status
8. Attempted hours
9. Degrees and awards earned
10. The most recent educational agency or institution attended
prior to enrollment at SIUE
11. Participation in officially recognized activity or sport
12. Weight and height of members o f athletic teams
13. Date of birth

Important Note:
K a tie G r o t h / A l e st l e

Junior public relations major Michelle Curtis and junior sociology major Chad
Eberhart study in the Foreign Language Training Center in Peck Hall, Room 2310.
The lab provides a computer and audio lab for students studying foreign language
and is open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 8 .m. to 4 p.m. on
Frioay, and 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday. For more information, call 650-2439.

The Office of the Registrar would like to remind all students to
take a moment to review their addresses on Cougamet at
http://www.registrar.siue.edu/COUGARNET. We strongly
encourage you to maintain accurate address information in order
for you to receive important University correspondence.
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Instru ction al Services
provides help to students
UNIV 112, to students who want
to become more familiar with the
campus community.
Whether a student is in need
W hile Patty-G raham said
o f additional assistance or the class is aimed primarily at
is
excelling
beyond incom ing freshm en, she said
expectations,
Instructional transfer and even more seasoned
Services offers resources for students have taken the class.
“University 112 focuses on
students to better prepare them
for the future.
what it’s like to be a university
“We are an academic student,
the
university
how
it’s
support unit for the university,” experience, and
Instructional Services Director different than high school,”
Karen Patty-Graham said. “We Patty-Graham said. “(It shows
are in the College o f Arts and students) how to have a part in a
Sciences, but we w ork with community of learners and the
students
all
across
the value of education. Primarily,
university.”
we are trying to acquaint
students
with
the
For students in classes new
known to be challenging, university.”
Students already fam iliar
supplem ental
instruction
is
provided
by
Instructional with the university can visit
Instructional Services’ Testing
Services.
The
supplem ental Services for assistance with
instruction is optional for exams.
Instructional Services helps
students in the courses.
“There we target high risk students prepare for and take a
courses, which are courses that num ber o f tests including
have a high risk of D ’s, F ’s and nursing exams, the American
w ithdraw ls,”
Patty-G raham College Test (ACT), placement
said.
tests and the Graduate Record
According to Instructional Exam (GRE).
Students who excel in areas
S ervices’
Supplem ental
Instruction Web
site, the such as foreign language may
program
“provides consider taking a proficiency
regularly scheduled, out-of- exam, which is also offered by
class, peer facilitated sessions. Instructional Services. Students
(Supplemental instruction) does who pass the proficiency exam
not identify high-risk students, receive credit for the class for no
but rather identifies high-risk cost.
According to Patty-Graham,
courses.”
average,
Instructional
Students struggling through on
classes
may
gain
a Services gives approxim ately
new understanding through the
150 proficiency exams a year.
developmental courses offered Patty-Graham says CMIS 108
and ENG 101 are courses that
by Instructional Services.
“These are courses that help students frequently attempt to
students get a better edge in a proficiency out of.
“Proficiency exams are like
skill
that
is
particularly
interesting to th em ,” Patty- taking a final exam for a course
Graham said. “(We focus on without being registered for a
aspects) that go into making a class,” Patty-Graham said. “If a
student feel more comfortable in student has an exceptional
background in an area, they may
classes.”
Additional
Academic want to take a proficiency
Development courses such as exam.”
Patty-Graham
believes
Academic D evelopm ent 115,
offers students assistance in students can enhance their
building study skills and earn experiences at SIUE by taking
advantage of the opportunities
one credit hour for the course.
resources
surrounding
According
to
the and
Instructional Services Web site, them.
“Don’t be afraid to talk to
Study Skills helps a student
“improve study behaviors and faculty m em bers, they are
attitudes through academic goal interested in students and want
setting, study system s, note feedback,” Patty-Graham said.
taking techniques, test-taking “They don't get feedback unless
strategies, tim e m anagem ent students give feedback. Go to
classroom com m unication and class and meet people who are
sitting around you. They can
problem solving.”
Instructional Services also become potential study partners,
offers C areer Planning and friends and colleagues in
learning. Be wise enough to use
Developm ent,
A cadem ic
Development 117, for two credit the resources available on
campus. They are free, so take
hours.
The course is designed to advantage of them.”
Instructional Services’ main
assist students in such areas
as exploring different career office is in Peck Hall, Room
1404.
fields
and
developing
For more inform ation on
resumes.
Instructional Services also services, visit their Web site at
offers the University Experience, siue.edu/IS/.
K r is t e n R
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Resource centers offer services
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W riting. Speech. Math.
Courses almost all new students

at SIUE have to take.
The good news is there are
places on campus that offer help
when questions about those three
subjects arise. SIUE has a

resource center for each topic
where students can go to get the
help they need.

Conquer fears of public speaking
For students preparing a
presentation for a class or just
looking for ways to improve their
public speaking skills, the
Speech Communication Center
offers help to students struggling
with public speaking and speech
writing.
Located on the third floor of
Alumni Hall in Room 3323, the
Speech Center helps students

develop presentations, assists
students with research for
presentations and helps students
with speech delivery skills.
Speech Center Coordinator
Keesha Dhaene said the center
sees students o f all majors and
education levels.
“We are an awesome
resource for any field because in
nearly all fields, you’ll probably
be giving some sort o f public
presentation ... No matter what
their major, there’s something
we can help with,” Dhaene said.
The Speech C enter also
offers many resources to assist
with preparing for presentations,
such as video and audio
recorders students can use to
play back practice runs.
According to Dhaene, the
most valuable resource the
Speech Center offers is peer

feedback.
“It helps to practice with
someone because they may help
you to catch mistakes that you
didn’t catch the first time. It
helps to present to someone who
has no bias and who can offer
suggestions on how to improve,”
Dhaene said.
As far as speech anxiety
goes,
D haene
said
the
Speech Center can’t cure it, but
they can offer insight on how to
remain calm
when giving
presentations.
The Speech Communication
Center is open from 10 a.m. to
6
p.m.
M onday
through
Thursday.
W hile the Speech Center
tries to help as many walk-ins as
possible,
appointm ents
are
recommended and can be made
by calling 650-3085.

Doing it the write way
The Writing Center, located in Peck Hall,
Room 1419, provides students assistance in all
aspects of the writing process, from brainstorming
to developing thesis statements to
grammar.
W riting C enter Coordinator
Chad Verbais suggests new
students visit the Writing Center to
improve skills they may already
have or to check-up on skills they
aren’t too sure about.
“I would tell a new student to
take advantage o f this service
while they’re here,” Verbais said.
“It’s a great way to improve your
writing and a great way to get some
feedback on your writing.”
Verbais suggests that students
come in as soon as they get a
writing assignment and make an appointment. The
Writing Center staff can then work with the student

step-by-step through the writing process.
Rather than just proofreading, Writing Center
staff members walk students through a few of their
mistakes and help them to better
recognize future mistakes.
“We
d o n ’t
proofread,”
Verbais said. We teach students
how to do it them selves...If
students apply the knowledge to
their writing, eventually they will
become a great writer.”
The Writing Center is open
from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Mondays
and Thursdays, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. on Fridays and 9 a.m. to
1
p.m.
on
Saturdays.
Appointm ents
are
strongly
encouraged and can be made by
stopping
by the office or by calling
650-2045.

Add it up w ith m ath center
Students struggling with
math can find solace in another
resource center on campus.
Located just around the
corner from the Writing Center in
Peck Hall, Room 1414, the Math
Resource Center tutors students
in all math courses from
developmental
courses
to
Calculus I.
Math
Resource
Center
Coordinator Mary Lou Wlodarek
said she tests potential tutors
before hiring them by seeing how
well they can explain a math
problem to her.
“The tutors have to be able
to explain how to work through
the problems so that they can
help the students understand the

process,” Wlodarek said.
In addition to having tutors
available to answer questions, the
M ath Resource C enter offers
solution manuals to most of the
University’s math textbooks so
students can check their work. It
also
offers
videos
that
accompany
some
of
the
textbooks so students can see the
information presented in a
different way than in class.
Tutor schedules are posted
so students can go to the Math
Center when a tutor they are
familiar with is working.
“Sometimes students work
well with certain tutors, or they
like the way a certain tutor
explains things. They can check

the schedule and try to plan to
come in when that tutor is
working,” W lodarek said.
The Math Resource Area is
open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday. Help
in the Math Center is strictly on a
walk-in basis, no appointment is
necessary.
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Dude, you don’t have to get a Dell
Public computer labs are available
for student use
N ancy M
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One thing new and returning students
do not have to worry about is finding a
computer on campus.
Computer labs are
conveniently located
across the SIUE
campus.
Some of the labs
include Alumni Hall
Room 1203, Art and
Design
Building
Room 2101, Dunham
Hall Room 2009,1
Engineering Building
Room
2025,
Founder’s Hall Room
2301, Peck Hall Room
1410 and Science Building Room 1225.
These labs are open Monday through
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The Engineering Building Room
0013, Founder’s Hall Room 0301 and
Science Building Room 1226 have the
same hours as above, except they are not
open on weekends.

Lovejoy Library has a computer lab in
Room 0033A. Lab hours are Monday
through Thursday
from
7:30 to
1 a.m., Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and
Sunday
from
1 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Cougar Village also
has a com puter lab
located
in
the
Commons Building.
Its
hours
are
M onday
through
Wednesday from 8 a.m.
to 11:30 p.m., Thursday
through Friday from
8 to 12:30 a.m. and
Saturday
through
Sunday from 8 a.m. to
11:30 p.m.
Bluff, Woodland and Prairie Halls
have com puter labs that are open
twenty-four hours a day.
According to the Director of
Academic Computing John Drueke, there
will be no new computer labs this fall.
For more information about computer
labs, including phone numbers and a list of
com puter
lab
rules,
visit
library .siue .edu/ac/labclass .html.

^ se Campus-W/'cfe

SIUE cards hard
New students should be aware o f the
ubiquitus Cougar Card
N ancy M

c D o nald

L if e s t y l e s R epo r ter

SIUE students must possess a Cougar
Card in order to survive on campus.
The card can be obtained at the
Service
Center
in
Rendleman Hall, and i s ^
used for identification,
meal plans and admittance
into SIUE buildings and
events. It can also be used
as a debit card for vending
m achines, copiers and
laundromats.
The card is needed in
order to do a lot of things on
cam pus, like renting books from the
library, working out at the Student Fitness
Center and renting school books from
Textbook Services.
For students who live on campus, the
card is even more im portant. These
students must use the cards at the cafeteria
in order to utilize a meal plan.
Students who live in Bluff , Prairie
and Woodland Halls are required to get a
meal plan. Plan A costs $1,215 per
semester, while Plan B costs $1,680 per
semester.

Students who live in Cougar Village
can choose from Plan A or B, or they can
have Plan D, which is $100 per semester.
Plan E, which is $500 per semester, or
Plan F, which is $250 per semester. Meal
plans are optional for residents o f Cougar
Village.
According to Director of
Housing Michael Schultz, the
reason why m eal plans are
mandatory for students who
live in residence halls is
simple.
“There are no kitchens in
residence halls,” Schultz said.
If students would like to
use their Cougar Cards as debit
cards, they can make a deposit of cash or
check to the Service Center in Rendleman
Hall. To make a deposit by mail, visit
siue.edu/COUGARCARD/ to print out a
deposit form and mail it with the deposit
to Service Center, Campus Box 1080,
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville,
IL 62026-1080.
The first card is free, but replacement
cards costs $15.
For more inform ation about the
Cougar
C ard,
visit
siue.edu/COUGARCARD/.

convenient & Easy

For Computer Printing, Photocopying, and Other Campus services
Pay With SIUE COUGAR I.D. CARD
Add Value To Your Cougar Card In The Library 7 Days A Week!
Transfer Balances* From Obsolete VendaCards To Your Cougar Card At The
Circulation Desk, 1st Floor Of Lovejoy Library.
*Balance must be $.10 or more to transfer. Transfers honored until Dec. 16, 2005.
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SIUE changes its online face

AdvisorTrac brings scheduling online

Blackboard replaces WebCT this year

Online tool allows students to schedule academic advising
appointments on the Web

M

in d e e

W

h it s e l l
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New and returning students
will be introduced to a new
system replacing W ebCT this
year.
WebCT was used for online
courses and as an addition to
many other courses on campus.
The
new ^

directly to Blackboard. They can
then finish the assignm ent at
another location without having
to use a zip or floppy disk.
“It’s much easier for faculty,
so we hope they use it more
often.” Vandever said.
Students will still need their
e-ID and passw ord to access
Blackboard.

p r o g r a m,

I t ’s much easier for faculty, so

Blackboard, is
hoped to be a
more stable and

jj

N ancy M

Students no longer have to
wait in a line to schedule an
appointment with an advisor.
By
using
A dvisorTrac,
undeclared students can schedule
appointments with
advisors
online.
AdvisorTrac can be accessed
by visiting advisor.siue.edu.
After students log in, they
caq
either
search
for
appointments available with all

we hope they use it more often.
~ Jennifer

e 1 1 1c 1e n 1
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Vandever, manager of the
faculty technology center

______________________________________________
program.
SIUE began looking for a
E-ID’s are also required to
new program to replace WebCT access student e-m ail and
more than a year ago.
personal web pages. New
According to the manager of students can get their e-ID and
the Faculty Technology Center, password by visiting the Office
Jennifer Vandever, they began to of Information Technology in
look at new programs to replace Dunham Hall Room 0210, or
WebCT after server failures lost online at siue.edu/OIT/.
SIUE will be providing
student data and other important
course information.
several student orientations on
“The way W ebCT was Blackboard beginning Aug. 22.
designed prevented us from Orientation sessions last less than
backing up things,” Vandever an hour and run through Sept. 2.
said. The FTC is hoping that W hile many students already
Blackboard will be a more familiar with WebCT should not
dependable system.
have many problems adjusting to
Blackboard
also
offers the new system, new students are
several new features that WebCT encouraged to attend.
For more inform ation on
does not.
One
such
feature
is times and
locations, visit
Blackboard's contents system. 1ibrary.siue .edu/ftc/blackboard or
The system allows students to contact the Faculty Technology
save unfinished assignm ents Center at 650-5697.

advisers, or for a specific adviser.
When an adviser is selected,
students are prompted to select a
time range to meet with the
adviser.
Once a tim e has been
selected, students are asked to
give a brief description o f why
they need to see an adviser, such
as registering for classes or
declaring a major.
W hen students are done,
they click the save appointment
button.
On the main menu, students

see what appointments have been
made and can print them out.
Beginning the third week of
this sem ester, students can
schedule an online appointment
to register for the spring
semester. Students are asked to
prepare a list o f open course
sections to discuss with advisers.
Online appointments need to
be made 24 hours in advance. If
an appointment needs to be made
in less than 24 hours, call
Academic Counseling and
see ADVISORTRAC, page 11

Not just for writing papers

A n d y R ATH NO w/Ai.£sr££

Students utilize the computer tab on the second floor o f the Morris University Center.

Shakes • Malts • Floats • Ice Cream Sodas • Concretes • Banana Splits • Sundaes • Charco Burger •

D A IR Y

1902 N. Main St.
Edwardsville

Call Ahead, Drive Thru, or
Carry Out

H A V EN

Charco Cheese
Charco Burger........ $1.60
(Double add $1.00)
The Okie Burger.............$3.25

$1.85

(Double Charco Burger w ith chilli and cheese)
A ll topped w ith special sauce, lettuce, tom ato, and onion.

1/4 lb. Hamburger...................... $1.90
1/4 lb. Cheeseburgers.................. $2.15
Topped w ith catsup, mustard, pickles, lettuce, tomato, and onion.

Little Burgers
Regular Hamburger ..........$.70 or 3/$1.75
Regular Cheeseburgers......$.95 or 3/$2.50

BARBECUE
Served Daily (Phone ahead for carryout]
Rib Plate 1/4 side w/FF & slaw ..................... $5.75
Pork Steak Plate w/beans & s la w .................. $5.75
Ribs by the Side ........ ..............................$13.95
1/2 Side....................................................... $7.25
Pork Steak Sandwich ................................... $3.95
Pulled Pork Sandwich................................... $2.95
A ll Served w ith a choice of Original or H ot BBQ Sauce.

S ID E S
. . $ 1 .0 0 .
Pint
$3.25
Beans___
. . $ 1 .0 0 .
Pint
$3.25
Coleslaw
$ 1 .1 0
Fries___
O kra...........................................................$1.45
Onion rings................................................. $1.65

Sides
French Fries........... $1.10
Mushrooms......... $1.95
Seasoned Fries ....... $1.65
Cauliflower ......... $1.95
Onion Rings........... $1.65
O k ra ................... $1.45
Chilli Sm. .. $1.75 Lg. ... $2.25

Other Northside Favorites
Chicken Strips w/ fries(with ranch or BBQ Sauce)... $4.25
Shrimp Basket w/ fries.................. $4.25
(21 or More w ith Coctail Sauce)

Hot D o g .........................................$1.25
Corn D o g ....................................... $1.75
Coney Dog with Cheese.................. $2.45

Sandwiches
Pizza Burger................................... $2.95
Pork Tenderloin............................... $2.85
Fish...(4oz. Cod Tail)...........................$2.95
Grilled Chicken ..............................$2.75
Pulled Pork BBQ ............................ $2.95
Grilled Cheese ............................... $1.50
Grilled Ham & Cheese ....................$2.85

Mondays only...
Philly Cheese with Fries ............................... $4.25
Wednesdays only...
Ribeye Steak Sandwich ................................ $4.25
Fridays only...Served after 3 pm
Cod Plate (Hand Breaded) ............................ $5.75
Served w ith fries, slaw, pickle, onion,
and choice o f white or rye.

Edwardsville's
Drive-in for
over Forty Years!!!
P rices su b ject to change

Mushrooms • Cauliflower • Onion Rings • Corn Dog • Hot Dog • Pork Tenderloin •

BBQ
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ADVISORTRAC----------------------

fro m page 10
Advising at 650-3207.
If students have trouble using AdvisorTrac, detailed instructions
are available at advisor.siue.edu, or call Academic Counseling at 6503701.

Say What?
What do you rise your
computer for most often?
You're probably going to need these.
“I don't use it for many
things ... it’s too old.”
- Gina Shurig,
sophomore,
political science
> SIUE students save 25% on shoes and
apparel through September 12.
: •
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Edwardsville j hwy 157 next to Krieger's

“[I use it] for music.
Makin’ music, listening to
music.”

B IP O D

- Jermel Binion,
junior, econ and finance

‘Internet.’'
- Jenna Tucker (right),
freshman, undeclared
‘Me, too.”
Taitum Wooley (left),
freshman,
elementary education

Walk. Run. Live.

A T T E N T IO N :
Healthy Adult Men and Women
Looking for T\iition Assistance?
Would You Like to Study
and Get Paid for it?

Earn $400 - $2500
“I use it for [surfing the]
internet and writing
papers.”
- Jeff Sharp
sophomore, education

“[I use it for] my business:
working with promoting,
booking and managing
bands.”
- Marissa Grandone
junior, theater and dance

You May Qualify if:
• You are a healthy adult, male or female (18 or older)
• Take no medications on a regular basis
• Have no current health problems
• Available for 24 - 48 hour stays at our facility
You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain FDA
approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting
research for pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of people
have participated. Find out how easy it can be to earn $$$, call our
recruiters at (618) 655-0661 or (636) 946-2110, or visit our
website at www.gatewavmedical .com

Gateway Medical Research, Inc.
Conveniently located on campus:
200 University Park Dr.
Clinic Office located at
400 Fountain Lakes Blvd. • St. Charles, MO 63301

____ C i S ta y in g H
T h u r s d a y ,A u g u s t
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Counseling
Service helps
S ch a len e H ouston
N e w s S t r in g e r

As summer comes to an
end and a new school year
begins, SIUE students should
know that if a problem occurs
during the year Counseling
Service is on hand to help.
Counseling Service offers
confidential
help
for
individuals
who
may
experience any kind of
personal dilemma.
“It is an one-on-one
interaction...a brief episode of
psychotherapy,” D irector of
Counseling Service Andrew
King said.
While anxiety, relationships,
family, depressive symptoms
and eating disorders are some
of the recurring topics King
and his staff are faced with, he
said the staff occasionally
works
with
other
rare
disorders.
Counseling Service holds
all information confidential
unless the patient releases any
information.
“O ur files are separate
from the university files.
Our files are protected under
state
law,”
King
said.
“Often students do release
inform ation.
They
want
their professors to know
they’re working on it and not
lying.”
King warns incom ing
freshm en to be responsible
while in school, but to also
expand their horizons.
“Cultivate relationships,”
King said. “Find people on
campus that you like. It is
good for people to meet
others
from
different
countries.”
King added it is important
to get help im m ediately if
experiencing any problem s
and not to let the stereotype
o f receiving
help
from
a
counselor
stop
them
from making an appointment.
“The longer you wait the
more it builds up. It only gets
w orse,” he said. “D on’t let
the stigma of getting help stop
you, because I know it’s
there.”
Students may have up to
15 hour-long sessions per year.
Appointm ents can be made
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m .,
M onday through Friday. All
sessions
are
free
of
charge.
Counseling Service is
located on the corner of
North University D rive and
Cougar Lake Drive. For more
inform ation on Counseling
Services or to m ake an
appointment, call 650-2197.
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Avoid the “Freshman 15” with healthy choices
M
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A person’s first year of
college can bring many changes.
Changes in lifestyle. Changes in
responsibilities. Changes in
weight.
The freshman year in college
is often associated with the
dreaded “Freshman 15,” the
phenomenon by which new
college students are said to gain
15 pounds their first year in
school.
Fear not, for some studies
claim that the Freshman 15 is not
as bad as it seems.
A study published by the
Journal of American College
Health
and
conducted
at
Washington University in St.
Louis argues that 15 pounds is a
bit of an exaggeration.
While the study found that
about 59 percent of the freshman
who participated gained weight,
the average weight gain was only

4.6 pounds at the end o f the
freshman year.
Further study revealed that
after the group’s sophomore year,
70 percent had gained weight and
that the average was 9 pounds,
not quite the 15 that most
students fear, and not in the first
year of school.
The study
pointed
to
inactivity and unhealthy eating
behaviors as the primary causes
for the weight gain.
F or students who are
nonetheless concerned about
weight gain, there are resources
on campus to help fight both
inactivity and poor eating habits.
SIUE Health Service Head
Nurse Sue Grimes said that
problematic unhealthy eating
behaviors
come
from
the
newfound freedom that college
brings.
“Students are used to mom
having food on the table and a
refrigerator full of food,” Grimes
said. “Here you just grab

K a tie
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Students run on treadmills in the Student Fitness Center.
The Student Fitness Center’s facilities are open seven
days a week for students to have fun and stay fit. For
more information on the Student Fitness Center, call
650-2348.
whatever sounds good ... but you
eat what you like, maybe not
what you should.”
Frankie Polich-B urns, an
administrator in Dining Services,

said Dining Services offers many
healthy choices daily; it’s simply
a m atter of m aking those
choices m ore o ften than not.
see FRESHMAN 15, page 15

Students need sleeA 3e aware of the dangers
of alcohol and drugs
S c h a len e H ousto n
N e w s S tr in g e r

As students return for
another fun-filled school year,
Counseling Service and Health
Service voice their concerns with
students
using
their
best
judgment at social events.
Kerry Johnson, a counselor
at Counseling Service, said
alcohol and drug usage can cause
poor
decision-m aking
and
disorientation.
She added consumption of
alcohol can affect each person
differently.
A n d y R a t h n o w /A l e s t l e
“Students will challenge
Junior Kevin Coppinger rests on one of the Morris
each
other to see how much they
University Center’s many couches.
can drink ... one may get a buzz
important processing time. He and someone else can get alcohol
Sch a len e H ouston
also said dream s play a poisoning. So much plays a part
N f .w s S t r i n g e r
... weight, family history and
considerable role in sleep
chemical make-up plays a part,”
For many students, going habits.
“You
may
rehearse Johnson said.
away to college may mean
Alcohol poisoning could be a
having fun and staying up all significant events that could be
of
excessive
frustrating or scary,” King said. consequence
night.
consumption, depending on body
SIUE Counseling Service “Most dreams have meanings ...
type. SIUE Health Service Head
it’s revealing and informative.”
advises otherwise.
King said most literature Nurse Susan Grimes said alcohol
Counseling Service Director
Andrew King said receiving indicates seven to eight hours of is a depressant and it could shut
enough sleep is important for the sleep is the proper amount of down the body.
“It [alcohol] depresses the
sleep needed for the body to
body.
central
nervous system. You can’t
“(Sleep) allows the body to function, but added it is. an
move
...
ultimately it depresses
repair itself,” King said. “It “unrealistic request.” However,
you
so
much,
you could stop
allows the body to rebuild he mentioned age should also be
breathing,”
Grimes
said. “You
muscles used. It gives the taken into consideration when
may
not
know
it,
but your
determining how much sleep to
intestines a chance to repair.”
buddies
should
realize
they
can’t
King added that sleep helps get.
arouse
you
and
they
should
get
“Younger people need more
your brain process information
help
immediately.”
sleep than older people. Students
acquired throughout the day.
Grimes
said
excessive
“Psychologically your brain study a lot, some have part-time
alcohol
and
drug
use
may
jobs,
or
participate
in
sports
doesn’t turn off, it allows for
influence
the
student’s
overall
which
keeps
them
busy
and
processing
for
inform ation
gained that day or before,” King theybegin to get less sleep and performance in school as well.
“It would affect their class
drag,” King said.
said.
work
...they can’t concentrate or
King said sleeping is an
see SLEEP, page 15

they’re too tired to go to class,”
Grimes said.
Johnson said a student could
become involved with drugs or
alcohol due to peer pressure. She
said freshmen are particularly
vulnerable because it may be
their first experience with drugs
and alcohol.
She added that some students
may be involved because of
psychological reasons.
“Others will indulge because
of mental health issues and
wanting to fit in,” Johnson said.
Johnson said alcohol and
marijuana are the most reported
offenses on campus, but she said
there have been rumors of other
drugs being used.
She said if a student is caught
with any drugs, they will face the
consequences, such as counseling
and worse.
“The
legal
system could get involved. One
of the biggest things that could
happen is suspension ... being
expelled
is
the
greatest
consequence,” Johnson said.
Johnson also noted Student
Affairs could be involved to see if
the offense is trial worthy. She
said Student Affairs will be on
hand to see what is in the best
interest of the student.
If at a party, it is advised to
use the buddy system. Another
tip is to never leave your drink
alone; take it w herever you
goFor additional tips about
alcohol and drugs, visit Paper
Clip
Com m unications
at
www.Paper-Clip.com.
For more inform ation on
drug and alcohol abuse, call
Counseling Services at 650-2197.
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Medicine cabinet must-haves
C ourtney R akers
E d i t o r i n C h ie f

T hursday, A u g u st

Health Service provides
pharmacy to students
M

A fully-stocked mediicine cabinet can alleviate many of the symptons associated with common
illnesses such as colds, the flu, sinus infection and other minor injuries.
According to www.pharmacytimes.com, it is important to not only keep your medicine cabinet stocked
with several basic over-the-counter medications, but to properly dispose of old or expired medication.
It is important to remember to visit your physician or Health Service for any serious medical
conditions or if symptoms are recurring.
For more information contact Health Service at 650-2842.

Pain reliever
(asprin, ibuprofen Anti-diarrheal
or acetaminophen) Diarrhea can be
dehydrating and
Can be used for
headaches, muscle uncomfortable, so
it is important to
aches and joint
keep an antipain.
diarrheal such as
Imodium on hand.

Decongestant

Antihistamines
Used for allergic
reactions and
itching.

Hydrogen peroxide
Used to clean small cuts
and scratches to prevent
infection.

Used for nasal
Tweezers
congestion. Can be
purchased in a
Thermometer
combination product with

Cough medicine
to supress coughing.

Antihistamines

Stomach remedy

Used to prevent and
treat indegestion,
Adhesive bandages heartburn and upset
Used to cover minor cuts stomach.
and scratches to prevent
Ice bag
infection.

Used for allergic
reactions and
itching.

Anti-itch lotion
or cream
Used for relief of
insect bits, itching
or skin irritation.

Artwork courtesy o f www.artzooks.com
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N e w s S t r in g e r

Coughs, colds and
rashes are common
problems and Health
Service
has
the
solutions.
Located in the
basement of Rendleman
Hall, Health Service is
one of the cam pus’ best
resources.
Health
Service
Head Nurse Sue Grimes
said usually students
are surprised at what
Health Service can do
for them.
“A lot o f students
say, ’I didn’t know you
were here. I ’ve been
K a t i e G r o t h IA l e s t l e
here for four years and
Pharmacist
Tina
Roundcount fills a
didn’t know we had a
prescription in Health Service’s
doctor here,” ’ Grimes
Pharmacy, located in Rendleman’s
said.
basement. Some prescriptions
In fact, Health filled at the pharmacy cost just
Service has two doctors over a dollar.
and a nurse practitioner,
who deals specifically with Health Service are coughs, colds
women’s health, on staff during and upper respiratory infections,
both the fall and spring but they will try to help with any
concerns that a student may
semesters.
Grimes said the most have.
see HEALTH SERVICE, page 15
common problems they see at

The MCT Monthly
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creative services

No back to school list is complete without it.
Save time and money. Buy
an MCT Monthly Pass and
|

pay once for the whole month.
Passes are on sale now at the Info
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Center, and while you're there pick

Pull C o lo r o r B la c k & W hile- P h o to co p ie s
& Tra n s p a re n c ie s , B ann ers, P n t c n ,
F ly e rs , T ic k e ts , Invitations, Buttons,
Signs, B o o k m a rk s , R r a t h u r o , L a go s,
G ra p h ic s , Lam ina tion, C u s to m T s h irts ,
M u gs. ctc>

up our new Cougar Shuttle Brochure.

L a w b u d g e t printing, p a per c u ttin g
& folding. Y o u provide the a rt o r w e ca n .

Center in the Morris University

New brochures are also available in
Rendleman Halt, Peck Hail, Cougar
Village Commons, or in any residence
hail See our ad in the SiUE Directory,
and visit the SiUE RideGuide at
www.mct.org.

www.mct.org • 931-RIDE (7433), Option #3
_____________________

Madison County Transit

25,2005

A ll s e rv ic e s arc ava ila ble ait stu d e n t p ric e s
w ith a se lf-se rve m int cre ative lab th a t
s tu d e n ts c a n u se for free.
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SLEEP-------------
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Counseling
Service
Counselor Kerry Johnson said
lack of sleep could affect a
person’s overall performance.
“They could have poor
concentration, fall asleep in class
or (suffer from
a)
lack
of
m otivation,”
Johnson
said.
Johnson also advised that
having a regular routine and
balanced diet is good for the
body.

“Eating properly helps with
everything. Try to get a salad or
protein; if not everyday then
sometime during the w eek,”
Johnson said.
Johnson said that while
students should have fun during
their time in school, they should
learn to prioritize.
Enjoy campus life and have
safe, healthy fun on weekends.
This is college - studying takes
priority,” Johnson said.

OUR NURSES DON’T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS.
THEY RUN THEM.
t //
II: 5

P B

»
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“We try to balance choices
for everyone ... Our main goal is
to try to offer different items so
students can eat more healthy,”
Bums said.
Bums added that some of the
food
choices
in
M orris
University Center that seem to
not be so healthy offer healthy
alternatives. For example, Auntie
A nne’s offers a w hole-w heat
pretzel that is more nutritious
than the glazed ones.
In addition to making
healthy eating decisions, staying
active will help to keep the extra
weight off.
Counseling Service Director
Andrew King said students who
are active in high school,
especially in school sports, that
stop that activity once they get to
college are at the greatest
risk.
“It’s not going to affect
everybody,”
King
said.
“The folks who are athletically
inclined in high school and
that continue that, th ey ’ll
make the transition pretty
easily.”
With athletics on campus
such as intramural sports and
club sports, King argues that
even those who are not as

athletically inclined can still get
some exercise.
“You can join with a group
of friends so that you don’t have
to make the team. Literally, your
friends can get together and be
the team,” King said.
In addition to intramural and
club sports, SIUE also offers the
Wellness Center as an option to
stay active.
Aimee Knitter, assistant
director of Fitness and Outdoor
Recreation, suggests that if
students are interested in staying
fit or becoming fit that they make
an appointment at the Wellness
Center.
“Through the Wellness
Center, students can have fitness
assessm ents and consultations
that will help them set up a
fitness program,” Knitter said.
In addition to fitness
assessments, the Wellness Center
offers a weight and cardio room,
group exercise classes and, for a
fee, consultation with a personal
trainer.
W hile incoming students
may be experiencing a number of
changes their freshmen year, they
can avoid a change in weight by
maintaining a healthy diet and
exercise plan.

HEALTH SERVICE

fro m page 14

Grimes added that the
doctors and nurses try to work
one-on-one with students and
take extra time to educate them
about their health.
“We do a lot of one-on-one
education because for a lot of
students this is their first time
away from home and the first
time they’ve seen a doctor by
themselves,” Grimes said.
The doctors at Health
Service try to coordinate care
with a student’s regular doctor
whenever they can.
“Some students come in that
need monthly lab tests,” Grimes
said. “We can do those here and
then send the results to the
student’s family doctor.”
In addition to doing lab tests,
Health Service also has a
pharmacy that ''an be used to
fill
prescriptions
from
a
family doctor or one o f the
doctors in the Health Service
office.
Visits to the physician or
w om en’s health provider at

Health Service are free of
charge, but there are fees for both
lab
tests
and
pharmacy
items.
Grimes said that often the
prices for prescriptions are less
expensive at the Health Services
pharmacy than some insurance
co-pays would be.
While it is not necessary to
have insurance to see the
doctors or the nurse practitioner
at Health Service, Grimes
said that the staff recommends
that
all
students
have
insurance.
Health Service prefers that
students make an appointment to
see the doctors, but walk-ins are
accepted
in
emergency
situations.
To make an appointment at
Health Service, call 650-2842.
Additional information about
services that are offered at Health
Service and the types of
medications available at the
pharmacy is available online at
siue .edu/HE ALTH.
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Welcomefrom the City o f Edwardsville
Welcome to Edwardsville and to SIUE! The people of this community are very
pleased that another academic year at Southern Illinois University has begun. This
new year is the signal that many recent graduates are on their way to meaningful
careers while new and returning students continue their quest for information within
the academic setting.
Everyone benefits from the knowledge you gain. Just at the local level, the City of
Edwardsville certainly enjoys the introduction of many wonderful students, faculty,
and staff members who now call this community their home. Their fresh ideas and
enthusiasm have improved the overall quality of life and made this entire area much
more exciting.
Every department of City government is at your service. Please know that we
appreciate the tremendous direct and indirect investments that you make every day.
We are proud of our historic city, and we hope you take advantage of our many
restaurants, retail shops, and entertainment options.
Our goal is to make you feel as comfortable as possible in order that the home of
Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville will always be your “home” wherever
the path of knowledge may take you.
Sincerely
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170 ways and counting to build character
M
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S p o r ts E d ito r

SIUE students looking to
extend
their
educational
experience beyond the range of
the college classroom can find
what they are looking for in
student organizations.
The Kimmel Leadership Center
officially recognizes over 170
organizations that provide students
with learning opportunities, cultural
enrichment
and
personal
development.
“Students
involved
in
organizations tend to be more
successful and matriculate better
here because they belong to
something,” Student Organization
Assistant Director Cheryl Heard
said. “They have a connection to
the university, develop friends
and they network with people of
similar interests.”
The
groups
range
in
categories from religious to
recreational.
The
Campus
Activities Board, the Student
Body G overnm ent and Greek
fraternities and sororities are
among some of the more popular
organizations with students.
But, the list continues to
grow. The International Business

club became an organization over must undergo a two-month, 12the summer, and Heard expects step petitioning process whereby
they form a group constitution,
more this fall.
“There’s been a change in complete the Petition to Organize
the trend,” she said. “For several Form , begin recruiting new
years, we had nine or ten new members and elect officers,
among other things.
organizations.”
New organizations must
However, last year, 16 new
organizations joined the mix. The have an advisor and at least five
average began to grow in 2002- members. The Student Senate
03 when 19 student groups came claims final approval over all
petitioning organizations, looking
on board.
In 2003-04, the Student over the new constitution and
Government approved a record voting whether or not to grant the
group official recognition.
number of 32 new organizations.
Organizations can lose their
One factor for the recent up
peak in student involvem ent official recognition and be
could be a climbing o f on campus revoked, suspended or issued
probationary status for a number
student population.
SIUE erected Bluff Hall, its of reasons, including misconduct,
fourth residence facility, in the insufficient funding, lack of
m embership
and
criminal
fall of 2001.
Organizations include club activity.
sports team s, academic and
All
recognized
student
professional societies, special organizations receive special
interest groups — such as the benefits, such as the right to
SIUE College D em ocrats, the solicit on campus, the privilege of
Black Student Union and the using SIUE facilities for events
Sexual Orientation Transgender and license to request funding
Association - and honorary from the Student Government to
delegations awarding students, help finance group programs and
faculty and others for excellence travel.
in certain fields of study.
One
such
program ,
Organizations looking to sponsored by CAB, offers SIUE
gain official recognition at SIUE students discount tickets to

Fun is the word at Cougar Lanes
Since the venue opened in
1968, it has undergone numerous
changes, including a major $19.3
million renovation to update the
tables and the lanes.
“The lanes we put in have
automatic
scoring,
cosmic
lighting display and new seating

$1.50 a game on the weekends,”
Siegel said. “Shoes are a $1.25 a
game.”
Students looking to bowl the
Pool is $3 an hour and
night away, hang out with friends
students will also have a chance
or simply feed their Dance Dance
to play in the same area as current
Revolution craving can come
two-time national pool champion
down to Cougar Lanes this fall.
Lars Vardaman, a current SIUE
The popular hangout
student.
for
SIUE
students
Students craving a
includes
22
bow ling
dance challenge or
lanes, 11 pool tables, four
even an old-school
ping-pong tables and an
game o f pinball can
air hockey table. Among
check out the game
the pool tables available is
room as they enter
a snooker table, and
Cougar Lanes.
according
to
C ougar
Students looking
Lanes m anager Steve
to take their skills to a
Siegel, it is not a common
competitive level can
American game.
take part in either the
“Snooker is a game
SIUE bowling league,
K a t ie G r o t h / A l e s t l e
that is very popular in
which competes every
Graduate students Sherry Wibben and Doug
England and in India,”
Monday evening at 7
Forbes play a game of foosball in the pool hall.
Siegel said. “It is a rack
p.m. or shoot with the
of red balls and six
best in the pool league,
numbered balls and you shoot and masking unit,” Siegel said. every Thursday evening at
them.
“ Everything in the bowling 7 p.m.
“You shoot a red ball in first center is like brand new now. The
“There are certain semesters
then you make a numbered ball,” ping-pong tables we have came where we will have anywhere
he added. “(Then) you pull the straight from the U.S. Open from 12 to 16 shooters in here
C ham pionships, so there is a playing in a league on Thursday
numbered ball back out.”
Though the game is notable chance professionals played on night,” Siegel said.
overseas, Siegel said nothing this.”
Operating hours during the
Even
with
all
the week vary. M onday through
beats a good game o f bowling.
“Bowling is the most popular renovations, students won’t have Thursday the lanes are open from
especially when you are talking any problem being able to afford 8 a.m. to 10 p.m., Friday 8 a.m. to
about several people com ing to bowl.
midnight, Saturday from noon
“For students this coming until midnight and Sundays from
down for entertainment,” Siegel
fall it’s $1 a game weekdays,
said.
see COUGAR LANES, page 17
Z ach G
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concerts in and around the St.
Louis area.
“We’re going to have some
big concerts,” CAB Assistant
Director M ichelle King said.
“We’ll have some at the Savvis
Center. Then w e’re going to have
smaller events.”
King said there would be on

Heard pointed out that the
leadership and interpersonal
skills students learn in student
organizations benefit them after
graduation when they enter the
job market.
“I ’ve had students come
back and say thank you,” ’ she
recalled. “These are the things

A n d y R a th n o w / A lestle

Larry Brown o f Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and Deirdre Liddell of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority look over their schedules for the
upcoming school year in the Kimmel Leadership Center.

and off-campus events featured in
the lineup of concerts for students
this year.
Tickets for the events will be
available at the Information Desk
in the main lobby of the Morris
University Center.

employers are looking for.”
For information on student
organizaions, visit the Kimmel
Leadership Center, which is
located on the first floor of the
MUC, or contact the office at
650-2686.

Family affair at University Hair
M

atthew
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For two decades now, the
husband and wife team of Terry
and Cindy Knebel have worked
together to cut, shape, clip, perm,
trim and otherwise style hair for
the SIUE community.
University Hair, located in
the basement o f the M orris
University Center, has been a
fixture on campus for 31 years.
There has been a beauty parlor at
SIUE nearly since the university
opened its doors in 1965.
“It was originally four chairs
in a store,” Cindy said of the
shop’s early days. Now, the
couple leases the space out to cut
for local residents, campus
customers and students in a full
service beauty salon.
With Cindy working as
beautician and Terry filling the
roles of barber, nail specialist and
receptionist, University Hair
offers
experienced
styling
services to men and women, as
well as a complete line o f hair
care products.
Terry was a local barber in
Alton before a stroke of
m isguided fate, masked in
misfortune, brought him to SIUE
many years ago.
“The shop he was working
for basically kicked all of its
barbers out with no notice,”
Cindy recalled. “They were
looking for a barber here at

SIUE,” and, with that, Terry
became the University’s second
barber. It’s been 34 years since
then and Terry remains, cutting
heads in the same shop.
“Terry’s done every (SIUE)
President down here,” Cindy said
of her husband as she tried to
rem em ber w hether or not he
shaved founding President Delyte
Morris’ top.
Cindy joined her husband in
the salon 20 years ago as a
beautician, and it’s been a
husband and wife operation ever
since.
Cindy, not one to shy away
from a pair o f clippers, cuts hair
as well. In fact she’s had to work
double duty o f late to cover
business for Terry w ho’s been out
of
com m ission
recently,
recovering from an injury he
suffered during a household
accident.
Although University Hair is
not affiliated with SIUE, students
are more than welcome to come
in for a trim.
Services include eyebrow
waxes and arches, dry and
shampoo cuts, perms
and
manicures.
C lients
are
encouraged
to
make
appointments, although walk-ins
are accepted.
University Hair is open on
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. For more information, or to
schedule an appointment, call the
shop at 650-2299.
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More than chic life to Greek life

Catch breeze of area nature
along Madison County trails

SIUE fraternties and sororities want you
J ong C ambrón
S por ts R e po r t e r

Early in the fall semester,
students will have the opportunity
to join a Greek fraternity or
sorority not only to party, but also
to volunteer in community
activities and meet new students.
According to G reek life
coordinator John Davenport,
Sigma Pi will hold a pig roast in
the beginning of the school year
and another organization will
hold a back-to-school concert in
September.
“They play a major role in
the university,” Davenport said of
the Greek organizations.
During the week o f Sept. 12,
fraternities and sororities recruit
members to join their particular
organization. And with more than
10
different
organizations,
students have a wide variety of

choices to choose from.
There will be tables set up in
the Goshen Lounge for each
organization
to
showcase
themselves.

registered SIUE student.
Even though there is a time
and
financial
com m itm ent,
Davenport said that joining a
Greek organization has many
advantages.
“I joined when I was a
freshmen,” he said. “It’s a great
way meet new people socially.”
Davenport
added
the
organizations also help new
college students adjust to college
life easier by acting as a support
m echanism, like a surrogate
family.”
Additionally, Greek oiganizations
award scholarships, provide
leadership experience and, of
course, the parties.
Davenport did point out that
the SIUE Greeks do not party as
much as fraternities and sororities
at other schools. Neverthless, he
said, SIUE’s Greeks still have
fun.

“ I joined when
I was a
freshman. It’s a
great way to
meet new
people
socially99
~ G re e k Life Coordinator
John D avenport
The minimum requirements
to join are a high school or SIUE
grade point average of at least
2.5, and hopefuls must be a

J a n e lle D obson
S ports R eporter

With 75 miles of trails in the
area, SIUE students have the
opportunity to escape class and
exercise around campus while
enjoying a scenic landscape.
The “rails to trails” program

COUGAR LANES
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8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Reservations for lanes are
accepted, but “nothing past 7:00
p.m.,” Siegel said.
Cougar Lanes takes part in

SIUE

S iH 'fH lE .N

the entertainment needs of the
students.
“They may come down to
bowl but there is plenty to do
around here,” Siegel said.

Campus Activities Board-related
events all year, from karaoke
night in early Septem ber to
Fools’ Fest in early April, but it
will always be there just to serve

m i s a i s
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Morris
University
Center
Bookstore clerk Matthew Toje
and SIUE student William
Catalano walk along the
connector path that joins the
MCT
Nature
Trail
with
University Park and central
campus.

is responsible for providing
Madison County with miles of
user-friendly
bikew ays
and
walking trails.
The program began in the
early 1990s with the goal of
preserving urban rail corridors for
future light rail possibilities and
interim trail use.
Madison County Transit is
the only public transportation
system that has created such an
integrated transportation system.
MCT links its bikeways and
its existing transit system. Federal
and state grants reaching more
than $15 m illion have helped
MCT with the process, which is
an ongoing construction project.
There are currently seven
trails with Bluff Trail running
directly through the SIUE
campus. It is a two-mile trail that
begins on New Poag Road and
extends south to connect with the
SIUE Delyte W. Morris Trail and
the Nature Trail. It ends at
Country Club Road.
Other trails close to SIUE are
the Nature Trail, Nickel Plate
Trail, Quercus Grove Trail and
Watershed Trail. To find out more
about
the
trails,
visit
w w w .m cttrails.org. For more
inform ation about trails on
cam pus, call the Office of
Campus Recreation at 650-2348.
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For a successful school year visit your
Library and Information Services
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University
Religious
Center
A fun and friendly,
family-like atmosphere!
*free coffee, *”cheap” soda, *lounge,
*kitchen, ^meditation room
M-F 10am to 3pm

650-3246
www.siue.edu/RELIGION

Affordable Auto Insurance
• SR-22
• Monthly installments
• Local Agent
Motorcycle and renter’s
insurance available, too.

Call One O f Our Agents Today!

Cassens Insurance Agency

C a m p u s S afety

Most crimes are preventable
trust everyone in that
room with your life?”
A list
o f all
When a student first comes valuables is also a
for
to SIUE, they should know that suggestion
most crimes are preventable protection against theft.
Keeping a list o f all
because students are their own
valuables with model
first line of defense.
According to Sgt. John and serial numbers in a
Gagliardo, this is not a “crime- safe place can help
ridden” area, but unfortunate police retrieve stolen
property.
things do happen.
“If anyone is ever a
“You’re
not
at home
victim
of
crim e,
anym ore,”
G agliardo
said.
whatever
it
may
be,
“You’re in a new environment.”
report
it
and
report
it
The first line of defense is
quickly,”
Gagliardo
possibly the sim plest: lock
everything. T hat means lock said.
Campus police also
everything from car doors and
take
part in vehicle
bicycles to dorm room s and
assistance
and an escort
apartments.
service
for
anyone who
Also, when locking a car
feels
unsafe
about
door, make sure not to leave the
walking
alone
on
windows down. A ccording to
campus.
G agliardo, there has been an
Many families find
increase in hangtag theft during
the
security
on campus
the last few years.
very
reassuring.
“A student can be at a party
“As a parent, it’s
and someone else will have a
reassuring
to know that
stolen hangtag claiming its theirs
these
things
are
and they don’t need it anymore,”
on
cam
pus,”
Gagliardo said. “If you take the
nam etag,
then
y o u ’re
in Administrative Clerk
Jill Beck said.
possession of stolen property.”
For
more
Gagliardo also insists that
inform
ation,
contact
students never leave drinks
the
SIUE
Police
unattended while at a party.
D
epartm
ent,
call
the
“You’re in a room full of
department
at
650acquaintances, not friends, not
family,” Gagliardo said. “Do you 3324.
C ory F reem a n
N e w s S t r in g e r

C ory F reem a n

656-6074

N e w s S t r in g e r

allows Rinderer’s Pharmacy
to fill your mail order
and all prescriptions fo r state

EMPLOYEES
&

RETIREES
NO MORE MAII ORDER!!

When a battery goes dead,
when car door locks are frozen,
when a tire is flat or when fuel is
needed, the Motorist Assistance
Program can be called.
Parking
Services
first
offered MAP in the fiscal year of
2001 to show students that they
do more than just write parking
tickets.
“We were looking for a way
to improve our image,” Assistant
to the Director of Administrative
Services Tony Langendorf said.

N e w s S t r in g e r

R inderer’s
Pharm acy
68 N. Bellwood • Bethalto, IL

377-2151
fax 377-7966

“With this, we hope to provide a
positive service for the campus
and students.”
Anyone can call if a dead
battery needs a jum p, to request
an escort if they feel unsafe on
campus, or they need assistance
with a flat tire. They can also
assist you if you need fuel, to
unlock a vehicle if the keys
are lost or locked inside and to
de-ice frozen locks in the
wintertime.
In the past, anyone in need of
a jump for a dead battery would
have to check out jum per cables
from the M orris University

Center. The person would then
have to find someone else to help
jump-start the car.
“We thought we could do
that ourselves,” Langendorf said.
All of these services are
provided 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. Lockout assistance
and escort services are dependent
upon the availability o f an
officer.
Anyone in need of any of
these services may contact SIUE
police at 650-3324 or they may
push the “Info” button on the
emergency
phones
located
throughout the parking lots.

Students can get legal counseling
C ory F reem an

Bring A L L your prescriptions to

K a tie G r o th /A le s 7 X £

Emergency beacons can be found
throughout the campus, many are
located near the bike trails. The
beacons
can
be
used
for
emergency
and
general
information purposes.

Parking Services helps with cars

400 St. Louis Street • Edwardsville

State of Illinois
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If a student is ever in a legal
bind, SIUE offers a service that
can help the student relax with
the help of an attorney.
Students may seek legal
counsel and referrals through a
licensed attorney in the Student
Legal
Services
Program .
Through the services of the
attorney, students may gain an
understanding of legal processes

and the law.
“It’s a good resource for the
students,” A ssociate General
Counsel Kim Kim said. “If you
have a legal problem , the
attorney can explain the situation
and what to expect.”
The attorney advises and
assists students on matters such
as landlord/tenant disputes,
contracts, consum er rights,
family matters, bankruptcy, small
claims m atters, traffic matters
and wills.

In addition to providing legal
consultation, the attorney can
provide referrals
to other
attorneys as well as notary
service.
“Probably 90 percent of
incoming freshmen will never
need this service but it’s a
tremendous benefit for the
remaining ten,” Kim said.
Enrolled students may receive
assistance through the Student
Legal Services Program. For more
see LEGAL SERVICE, page 19
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LEGAL SERVICE-

fro m page 18

information, call 650-2686.
Enrolled students may also
call Dennis Orsey, the Student
Legal Services Program attorney, at
797-2800 to make an appointment.

Students who make an appointment
can meet Orsey at his office in
Granite City at 3388 Maryville
Road or arrange to meet with him
on campus.

problem,” Mullen said.
Students in need of a job can
use the Student Job Finder at
stuemp.siue.edu to find a parttime on- or off-campus job,
search for jobs requiring special
skills, search for jobs by wage
rate,
let
em ployers
view
experience/skills,
contact
employers via the Web, receive
responses
from
interested
em ployers, download student
employment form s, view the
student employment handbook
and policies and understand the
satisfactory academic progress
policy.
The
Student
Financial
Office is located in Rendleman
Hall, Room 2308. Students can
call the office at 650-3880 or email finaid@siue.edu. Students
can also visit the Student
Financial Office Web site for
more
inform ation
at
finaid.siue.edu.

CAREERS-------

fro m page 6

students never update their
resumes.”
The center holds career fairs
in the fall and spring for students
of all levels to learn more about
the jobs available throughout the
area and nation.
The school year’s first career
fair, October Career Fair ’05, will
take place from 9 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 5 in the
Vadalabene Center.
In addition, students may
also take assessm ent tests to
learn more about them selves.
Career Development Center
counselors are available to help
students
interpret
the
results.
“Assessments help students
understand what they are
interested in,” Paterson said. “It
gives you a better idea of
interests and strengths and helps
better correlate with what you

i'm lo v in ’ i t

Welcome Back Students!

FINANCIAL AID

fro m page 6

Office gave more than $64
million in grants, loans, tuition
wavers, scholarships and student
employment.
When a student fills out a
Free A pplication for Federal
Student Aid, a “financial aid
package” is sent to the Student
Financial Aid Office to tell them
how much aid they can give to a
student. Depending on the
student’s needs, different options
are given on grants, loans,
etc.
Mullen encourages students
to get their income taxes
completed early so they can fill
out a FAFSA when it becomes
available in January. She also
stresses to get any necessary
documents to the financial aid
office in a timely manner.
“The faster the forms are
turned in, the faster the financial
aid office can get a situation
turned around if there is a

McDonald’s

i’m lo v tn ’ it

like to do.”
While incoming freshmen
have at least four years of
schooling ahead, Paterson insists
students should start working
toward their careers from the
very beginning.
“My advice to an incoming
student is don’t wait,” Paterson
said. “It doesn’t matter if you are
an incoming freshman or a
transfer student, you need to get
started if you haven’t already and
get a resume on-line.
“You have to get an
education and you have to get a
degree. You also have to polish
yourself off and sell yourself to
an employer. So join us early and
use all of our services because we
are here for you,” Paterson said.
“Come by.”
The Career Development
Center’s Web site is located at
careers.siue.edu.
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Free Big Mac®

"1

With the purchase of a Big Mac

I

Just present this coupon
when you purchase a Big
Mac at regular price. Limit
one food item per coupon,
one coupon per visit. Not
valid with any other offer,
coupons or discounts.

i’m lo v in ’ it
G o o d o n ly at:
M c D o n a ld ’s® of
E d w a rd s ville , IL

Expires December 31, 2005
©1998 M cD on ald's corporation Ca sh value 1/20 of one cent
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Have Extra T im e ?
Earn Extra C a s h
N o w H iring
Flexible S c h e d u le s

HWY 159

HWY157

■ m
University Park Dr.
UNIVERSITY DRIVE

SIUE

Drive-Thru

Now Open
24 Hours

Route 157 Store * 659.3532
Route 159 Store - 656.1220

WeIcome to SIUE, Future cIass of 2009
We, the Springboard Student Leaders are excited that you are joining us on
campus this fa ll and hope you have a smooth transition to University life!

Have a nose
for news?
For more information on becoming
a reporter or stringer for the
news
section,
contact
News E d ito r Zach Groves
at alestlenews@ gmail.com or

650-3527.

TIte SIUE SpmNqboARd StucIent LeacIers
★ Rachelle Signman ★ Natalie Connaway ★ Josh Buehnerkemper
★ Sarah Barrow ★ Kimberly Allen ★ Cameron Cobb
★ Kendra Chapman-Small ★ Adam Garret ★ Megan Galvin
★ Bethany Stoverink ★ Abby Hutson ★ James M. Gray ★ Jessica Hutson
★ Megan Devine ★ Rachel Aubrey ★ Adrienne Smith ★ Tim McCullough
★ Tiffany Kuhl ★ Melissa Khan ★ Makayla Dilliner
★ Emily York, Assistant Director

St u d e n t A c t iv it y Values
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No pain no gain at Student Fitness Center
M a tthew B ruce
S p o r t s E d it o r

Students looking to blow off
some steam after a long day of
classes can cool down with a
workout.
The Student Fitness Center,
located in the Vadalabene Center,
offers SIUE students, faculty
and staff a wide variety of state of
the art resources to exercise and
stay in shape.
“We offer a broad array of
aerobic exercise activities for
students, from kickboxing classes
to yoga, volleyball, badminton
and racquetball,” SFC Director
Mike Ostrander said. “T here’s
all types o f activities for the
students.”
With 4.000 square feet of
free weight and aerobic workout
equipm ent, a rock clim bing
gym, an indoor swimming pool,
a three-lane jogging track, three
basketball courts and a fourth
multi-purpose court among the
list of facilities available,

students have a host of options to
choose from.
Ostrander said there were
considerations about expanding
the SFC with an additional
basketball court due to the
possibility of a fourth residence
hall on campus.
Ostrander added that the
aerobic training resource was a
mainstay at the SFC.
“The cardiovascular workout
room is by far our most popular
facility with the students,” he
said.
A hodgepodge of group
fitness classes take place during
the evenings in the VC Dance
Studio, located on the second
floor of the SFC.
The list of courses includes
salsa aerobics, step challenge,
reality kickboxing and a funk
class that gives students a
cardiovascular
w orkout
by
dancing to the latest music.
The Aerobics Expo, held
Tuesday in the SFC gym, gave
students a chance to preview

year. Innertube water polo, in
its first season, was one of the
most popular leagues last fall,
according to the Campus
Recreations office.
Basketball, volleyball, roller
hockey and indoor soccer
leagues, with m en’s, women’s
and coed divisions, are also
featured in the SFC.
The
Wellness
Center,
located near the main entrance of
the Fitness Center, provides
students with free fitness
K a t i e G r o t h / A l e s t l e assessments and consultations.
In the 4,000 square foot free
Services include
blood
weight room, senior engineering
pressure, heart rate, body fat. and
major Jared Peno
displays
endurance checks, which are
determination as he pumps iron.
used to set up a special fitness
some of the fall’s most popular
program tailored to the student.
exercise classes.
Fitness consultations provide
The Fitness Center also plays
students who want to improve
host to an assortm ent of
their
workout
plan
with
intram ural sports leagues and
suggestions from one of the
tournaments over the course of Wellness C en ter’s qualified
the semester.
fitness professionals.
With 119 leagues in 2004-05,
W ellness Center Fitness
IM sports enjoyed its highest
Program C oordinator Aimee
participation rate ever last school
Knitter spelled out the difference

between fitness training and
personal training sessions.
“The fitness trainer is a one
time thing,” she said. “The
personal trainers are one-on-one
with the students, so that’s a fee.”
The
Equipm ent
Issue
checkout desk is stocked with
soccer
balls,
volleyballs,
basketballs,
boxing
gloves,
racquetball rackets, hockey sticks
and helmets and other items for
students to use during their
workout sessions.
Students can also reserve
courts or rent outdoor gear at
equipm ent issue. Items for
outdoor rental include tents,
canoes and paddles, volleyball
nets and picnic packs, all
available at varying prices.
The Student Fitness Center
is open seven days a week, from
6 a.m. to 11 p.m . weekdays. The
facility is open from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. on Saturday, and from
noon to 9 p.m . on Sunday. The
C lim bing G ym is closedon
Sunday.

Rub out the kinks and get your kneads met Touch of professionalism
M

atthew

B ruce

S p o r t s E d it o r

From
difficulties
with
room m ates to financial aid
concerns to the loads of
coursew ork,
life
can
be
downright hectic for a college
student.
The dem ands o f friends,
family, teachers, classm ates,
employers, relationships can take
a heavy toll on the average
student.
SIUE students needing a
break from it all can ease their
stress with
an
on-cam pus
massage therapy session.
The Wellness Center, located
near the front desk of the Student
Fitness
C enter,
offers
revitalization with 30-minute and
one-hour full body massages for
affordable prices.
“Only students, Student
Fitness Center m em bers and
SIUE faculty and staff are
eligible,” Fitness and Outdoor
Recreation A ssistant D irector
Aimee Knitter stressed.
Knitter said that the Wellness

Center has offered massage
therapy for over two years, and
contested the notion that the
service has gone unnoticed on
campus.
“I would challenge you on
that,” she said. “W e’re usually
booked one to two months in
advance.”
By the first week of July,
appointments for the rub downs
were reserved through the rest of
the summer semester.
“We do six m assages a
night,” Wellness Center secretary
Kelly
Rapp said. “People
generally book for an hour.”
M assage
sessions
are
available
Wednesday
and
Thursday from 5 to 9 p.m. in a
confined area of the Wellness
Center.
M idwest
Institute
of
M assage
Therapy
students
perform the full-body therapeutic
kneads, one reason for the low
prices.
“They aren’t certified,”
K nitter said. “T h ey ’re getting
their clinical hours. T hey’ve
already got the book knowledge.

This is hands on training.”
Knitter said a good mix of
students, em ployees and SFC
members make up the clientele
for the sessions.
Session rates for students
begin at $10 for a 30-minute
appointment, while a one-hour
session costs $15.
Non-students pay $15 for a
half-hour rub down, and $20 for
the full hour.
Thirty-minute rates at area
health spas run at approximately
$40, while hour rates cost about
$60 on average.
The Reality Salon and Spa
charges $70
for one-hour
massages, and $45 for 30-minute
sessions.
Positive health effects of
massages include a reduced heart
rate, lower stress levels, increased
alertness, productivity and blood
circulation. They also lower
blood pressure, im prove the
range of motion and relax the
muscles.
For more information or to
schedule an appointm ent, call
650-BWEL.

at tip of students’ fingers
M

atthew

B ruce

S p o r t s E d it o r

SIUE students looking to
spice up their resume' with a
creative edge, or trying to add a
bit of flair to an old T-shirt don’t
have to travel off campus for
copies and art work.
The Print and Design shop,
located on the first floor of the
Morris University Center, offers a
variety o f creative services,
ranging from flyers to customized
Christmas tree ornaments.
“This is kind of a one-stop
shop,”
G raphic
Design
Supervisor Tom O stresh said.
“We really offer a little bit of
everything.”
Ostresh, who is the only staff
worker on board at Print and
Design, said students do most of
the work filling orders, and it
gives them a chance to gain
experience.
“We get a lot of graphic
design students that come in
here,” SIUE junior Courtney
Winet, who works in the shop,
said. “Some business majors
come in, too, and we design a
lot of business packages for
them.”
W inet, a graphic design
major, added that many mass
communications students make
their way into the shop to touch
up their senior portfolios.
In addition to professional
enhancem ents, there are also
many
fun
custom izations
C o u r t e s y o f A im e e K n it t e r
A Midwest Institue o f Massage Therapy student performs a massage at the SIUE Wellness Center. available at Print and Design such

as T-shirts, coffee m ugs, and
banners.
The imprintable gift item list,
which allows students to bring in
a photograph, logo, or < ' er
artwork and have it emblazoned
onto an assortment of objects,
includes wall clocks, mouse pads,
license
plate
frames
and
aluminum dog tags.
Ostresh said that Print and
Design offers many features that
can’t be found in the computer
labs around campus, which helps
to draw students. For instance, the
shop
added
a
high-speed
duplicator
to
help
with
reproducing large quantities of
copies, and he hoped to have
more people know about it.
“We introduced it last year,
so it’s brand new,” Ostresh said.
“This is where the student
organizations really hang out to
do their flyers and banners.
“We’re here to meet all the
students’ needs and to help them,”
he added.
Print and Design specializes
in small orders that take a week or
less to fill. The shop also offers
convenient and affordable prices.
“W e’ve had people from
Kinkos that have worked here
who’ve said ‘I can’t believe how
reasonable the prices are,” ’
Ostresh said.
Print and Design is open
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For more information, call
650-2178 or visit the Web site at
siue.edu/MUC/print.html.
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The following information was sent to the Alestle from departments and organizations on campus.
This is not representative o f all campus departments and organizations, only the ones that replied.

University
Archives —
The University Archives, located in
Lovejoy Library, is the repository for the
historical records of SIUE. The archives
collects, preserves and makes available to
researchers university records and
publications and also manuscript
collections and personal papers that
document the history of southwestern
Illinois.
Lovejoy Library’s collection of
rare books is also a component of the
University Archives.
The Archives is in LL 0013 in the
basement of Lovejoy Library and is open
by appointment on weekdays from 9 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m.
In
anticipation
of
SIUE’s
approaching 50th anniversary in 2007,
the University
Archives is creating a virtual
museum dedicated to the history of the
Mississippi River Festival. The MRF
was a unique summer, outdoor
performing arts festival hosted by SIUE
between 1969 and 1980 that featured both
the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra and a
remarkable spectrum of contemporary
artists in folk, bluegrass, country, blues,
jazz, barbershop and rock music. The
MRF virtual museum will go online this
fall.
For more information or to make an
appointment call 650-2665.

Army ROTC= Catholic
Newman
Student Union =

Army Reserve Officers’ Training
Corps is a program designed to develop
leadership and self-confidence in
students.
Each
course
offers
ROTC
leadership development training in both
the classroom and leadership labs with
full-college credit.
Students will also improve their
fitness by participating in physical fitness
training.
Army ROTC has Illinois state
scholarships paying up to four years of
tuition and federal scholarships paying up
to four years of tuition plus $900 per year
for books, most common fees and up to
$4,000 per year allowance paid in cash.
Some adventure opportunities
include flying in helicopters, rappelling
from 40 foot towers, using fire rifles,
learning land navigation and water
survival techniques. Nursing students
also participate in the nurse summer
training program.
Numerous job opportunities exist
for Army ROTC graduates. Corporate
America desires people with army
experience because these skills will
transfer directly to the workplace.
Sign up for Military Science 101 today
and try out Army ROTC with no commitment.
For more information, contact
Army ROTC at 650-2500, check our Web
site siue.edu/ROTC , or visit Peck Hall
Room 3106.

Catholic Newman Student Union is
a registered student organization on
campus. The group takes pride in its
Catholic identity while at the same time it
welcomes students from all religious,
cultural and ethnic backgrounds.
CNSU is a great way to meet new
people and participate in meaningful and
fun activities. Some o f these activities
and events include a fall Awakenings
Retreat, weekly Sunday and mid-week
liturgies, prayer services, Catholic bible
study, habitat work days, food drives,
peace activities, road trips to St. Louis
and beyond, alternative spring break
trips. St. Louis Cardinal baseball games,
game nights at the “Dome" and much,
much more!
Come 011 down to the Religious
Center and check us out! Our building is
"user" friendly with computer access,
lounges, quiet places to study and places
for group activities. We have a new
coordinating board of students who are
very enthusiastic about this new year and
have lots of new' and creative ideas!
Meetings are held on the 2nd and 4th
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m. in the
Religious Center. On the 4th Sunday of
the month we sponsor a free supper.

* D e v e io fe M
7 6 e ‘P o in t ta

We look forward to meeting you.
Plan on attending one of our studenl-led
liturgies at 8 p.m. each Sunday night (first
one on August 21st) and experience
meaningful prayer and lively enthusiastic
music.
■ CNSU looks forward to meeting
you during welcome week. Stop by our
booth during welcome week and also
plan also to attend our free barbecue on
August 22nd at 5 p.m. Contact us at 6503205 if you have any questions. Hope to
see you down here at the Religious
Center!

Christian
Student
Fellowship =
Christian Student Fellowship is one
of the campus ministries at SIUE. The
group has been contributing to the
campus community as a recognized
student organization for over 14 years.
Weekly discussions/studies are
offered at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in Peck Hall
Room 2403. Welcome and Introduction
to the semester will be at 7:30 p.m
Tuesday. August 23rd. A discussion
series on the New Testament book of
James will begin the following at 7:30
p.m Tuesday, August 30.
The annual Back-To-School BBQ
(once again sponsored by Super Smokers
Barbeque!) is set for 1 p.m. Saturday,

August 27 at the "Jet" Park on Center
Grove Road near the tennis courts.
The principle which drives all
service projects, bible studies, social
events, etc., is the importance and
relevance of a relationship with God
through Christ. We believe by learning to
serve others, we better serve God. This
semester's schedule includes lots of
service projects and social events. We
believe "all truth is God's truth" and that
Christianity has a legitimate seat and a
positive voice at the academic table. CSF
is committed to fully engaging the mind
and the heart of each student it serves.
If you are looking for a place to
build genuine friendships, search for truth
and examine world views, discuss
relevant issues, apply Biblical truth to
your collegiate experience and have a
great time, come and see for yourself.
CSF is inclusive; all events are open
to the public and free of charge.
For more information contact Tony
or Tammy Jackson at 667-6505 or email ajackso@siue.edu.

Club sports =
The SIUE Club Sports Program has
something for everyone.
The SIUE Club Sports program is a
group of student organizations officially
recognized by the university that offers
programs for instruction, recreation and

see CLUB SPORTS, page 23
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Need career advice?

Services:

Want to explore a career field?
Looking for a position?
Need information on resume writing,
interviewing, job search, etc?

•

Career Counseling

•

Cooperative Education

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internships

•

On-Campus Interviews
Assessment Instruments
Career Resource Center
Resume Referral
Career Class ADI 17
IMAGE Seminar
Saturday, February 18,2006
Career Carnival
Tuesday, September 13,2005

Career Fairs:

Cougar Jobline & On-line Registration
www.careers.siue.edu
Career Development Center
3126 Founders Hall
618-650-3708

•

October Career Fair ‘05
Wednesday, October 5, 2005

•

Career Network ‘06
Wednesday, March 1, 2006

•

Education Career Fair ‘06
Wednesday, March 1, 2006
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A S tu d en t P ublication

Reaching more than 10,000 Readers
Circulation of 3,500
Published Wednesdays

• Free Distribution
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CLUB
SPORTS =—
fro m page 21
competition in a specific sport or activity.
The program currently has more than 20
active and petitioning status clubs.
Students are also encouraged to start a
club of their own interest.
The program has seen a tremendous
growth in clubs offered and students
participating over the past few years.
Some current clubs include m en’s and
women’s bowling, men's and women’s
volleyball, an outdoor adventure club,
baseball, tackle tootball, bassmasters,
paintball, trap and skeet, ice hockey,
martial arts clubs, cricket
and
powerlifting. A complete list of all the
clubs can be found on the Campus
Recreation Web site at siue.edu/CREC.
The program is a great way to
pursue your recreational interests and
social opportunities at S1UE. In addition,
clubs often travel to meets and
tournaments
across
the
country
representing S1UE.
For more information on the SIUE
Club Sports program, please contact
Keith
Becherer
at
650-3245,
kebeche@siue.edu
or
visit
siue.edu/CREC.

Construction
Management=

Back To Sc hool S u r v i v a l Guid e

membership fee.
The group is affiliated with the
SIUE Department of Construction,
housed in the Engineering Building.
The Constructors Club is going to
be very exciting this year, beginning with
a barbecue open to the public on
September 8 in the quad to kick the
school year off. There will be many
activities during the school year
including the annual softball game
between the Constructors and American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
members in late September, along with
washers, horseshoes, pool and bocce ball
tournaments during the school year.
Each of our monthly lunchtime
meetings will include a tour or speakers
from surrounding and successful
construction
businesses
including
Budrovich Cranes on Sept. 1, SM Wilson
& Co. on Nov. 10,and a tour of John
Fabick Caterpillar, Inc. in early October.
Door prizes and merchandise with our
club logo will be for sale including
frosted glasses, T-shirts, coolies, pens and
carabineers. To get involved visit the
Construction Department office located
in the Engineering Building Room 3052,
or log on to our Web site at
siue.edu/ENGINEER/CONSTRUCT.

Theater and
Dance = —

Colleges include fine arts in their
curriculum not only to provide degrees in
The
SIUE
Construction
these areas, but also to enhance the
Management program is one of the
experience of each student on the
nation’s 60 programs accredited by the
campus. After all, SIUE is a liberal arts
American Council for Construction
university, right? Theater and dance
Education (ACCE), and was featured in
productions can definitely entertain, but
the cover story, “The N ation’s Cthey also impart knowledge and a chance
Schools,” of the October 2001 issue of
for students to view ideas from a different
Engineering News-Record.
perspective.
We prepare highly qualified
All SIUE students can claim a
construction professionals who can
complimentary
ticket
for
each
manage and supervise the total
Department
of
Theater
and
Dance
construction process. Our graduates also
production thanks to the Campus Activity
receive
a
minor
in
business
Board. Students must bring a valid
administration.
student I.D. to the Fine Arts Box Office
Expect to be challenged. Our
in Dunham Hall Room 1040B. The
program is broad-based and thorough,
upcoming season features a variety of
consisting of course work in three subject
shows and all are invited to enjoy the
areas:
Construction
M anagement,
experience
of live performance.
Engineering/Construction Science and
BLUR
Business Administration. Our faculty
Begins 7:30 p.m. October 12-15
consists of highly qualified teachers and
and 2:30 p.m. in Dunham Hall Theater.
researchers who maintain close contact
By Melanie Mamich, directed by Chuck
with the construction industry and bring a
Harper.
wealth of professional experience to the
Dance in Concert 2005: ?what is
classroom. Adjunct faculty are practicing
DANCE is what?
professionals who are on the cutting edge
Begins 7:30 p.m. November 9-12
of specialized technical topics.
and 2 p.m. November 13 in Dunham
Complementing this course work
Hall Theater. Choreographed by faculty
are opportunities to participate in a
and guest artists with artistic director * J.
number of competitions, and an industry
Calvin Jarrell.
internship to integrate the coursework
North Shore Fish
with hands-on construction management
Begins 7:30 p.m. November 30experience. Our student organizations,
Dec 3 and 2 p.m. December 4 in Metcalf
the Associated General Contractors
Theater.
By
Israel
Horowitz
Student Chapter (Constructors Club),
.directed by Peter Cocuzza
American Institute of Concrete, and
The Dispute
Sigma Lambda Chi, the international
Begins 7:30 p.m. February 22-25
honor society for construction, offer a
and 2p.m. February 26 in Dunham Hall
variety of social, technical and
Theater. By Marivaux with translation by
community service opportunities.
Gideon Lester. Directed by Chuck Harper
Visit
our
Web
site
at
*Pirates of Penzance
siue.edu/ENGINEER/CONSTRUCT or
Begins 7:30 p.m. April 18-22 and 2
our offices in the Engineering Building
p.m. April 23 in Dunham Hall Theater.
Room 3052 to schedule an appointment
By Gilbert and Sullivan. Directed and
to meet with our faculty. Meet our
choreographed by J. Calvin Jarrell.
students at a barbecue on the quad
Music direction by Sandra Bauman with
September 8. Welcome to SIUE!
orchestra conducted by Michael Mishra.
*produced in collaboration with
the SIUE Department of Music
Open Audition for the fall shows is
the first Friday of the semester, August
That means all students may
The SIUE Constructors Club is the , 26.
student chapter of the Associated General, audition. You do not need to be a theater
major. Contact the department's office at
Contractors of America, and is open to
650-2773 for more information.
any SIUE student interested in the
Other important events in the
construction industry for a modest

Constructors
Club

department this year include:
Guest artist Melanie Marnich,
author of the season's first show, BLUR,
will be on campus for two weeks during
the rehearsal process and will return for a
post show discussion after the October
15th performance.
The dance concert will have a new
focus this year and all students may
audition for this event also. Dance
auditions are August 30-31. Contact the
department office at 650-2773.

Engineerings
Welcome to Southern Illinois
University Edwardsville! The faculty
and staff of the School of Engineering
extend an invitation to you to join us
during the 2005-2006 school year. This
academic year promises to be an exciting
one for the entire university community
and especially for the School of
Engineering. Our award-winning $21.3
million Engineering Building with
multimedia-equipped classrooms is fully
equipped with state-of-the-art laboratory
facilities.
We offer various professional
degree programs in Civil, Computer,
Electrical, Industrial, Manufacturing and
Mechanical Engineering, as well as
Computer Science and Construction
Management.
The School of Engineering assigns
first
priority
to
excellence
in
undergraduate education. If you have
already decided to study in one of these
areas, please consider declaring your
major as early as possible so you can be
assigned an engineering faculty member
as you academic advisor. If you are still
undecided, but are considering computer
science, construction management or
engineering as a possible career path, we
invite you to attend the Engineering and
Technology Focused Interest Reception,
from 6 p.m to 8 p.m. Tuesday, August 30
in Bluff H all’s Multipurpose Room.
School of Engineering faculty, staff and
student leaders will be available to
answer your questions. You may contact
us
at
650-2541
or
at
siue.edu/ENGINEER for additional
information. Tours of our facilities are
also available.
Again, welcome to SIUE and have
a great academic year!

Housing
University Housing welcomes you
to SIUE! We are looking forward to
serving you in this new academic year.
For those of you living on campus,
you are choosing so much more than a
place to sleep and keep your belongings.
University Housing is committed to the
academic and personal success of every
resident student. To support you while
you are in University Housing, we’ve
created intentional living and learning
communities - designed to teach skills
and concepts that you can use both in and
out of the classroom.
Residents in Prairie Hall should
take advantage of the Horizons Freshmen
Year Experience Program and participate
in the Faculty Fellows program. The
Second Year Experience in Woodland
Hall will provide participants with
academic support and teach leadership
skills that will help in the classroom, in
student organizations and beyond your
experiences at SIUE. Residents in
Focused Interest Communities at Bluff
Hall will share academic and other
interests in a stimulating environment
that will complement their classroom
experiences. Residents in Cougar Village
will continue to build upon the skills
gained during their first year of college
and can start to prepare for the job search

or find assistance to prepare for graduate
school. No matter where you live in
University Housing, you will find an
instant support network that will enhance
your time here at SIU Edwardsville.
In addition, it is our belief that by
living on campus, you will learn to be
cooperative with others both in and out of
the classroom. We hope to teach civility
so conflict can be resolved in a friendly
manner. You’ll learn to be effective
communicators. By living in Housing,
you will be more connected to your peers
in the campus community and will leam
to be respectful of values, opinions and
skills that are different from your own.
University Housing challenges you
to become an important voice in your
community by participating on Hall
Council, the Cougar Village Council or
the Residence Housing Association.
Improve and build your resume by
working for University Housing. Use
your SIUE e-mail account and watch
UHTV-96 to stay in the know. And
finally, take the initiative to meet and
leam about your neighbors to make your
living communities active and strong.
You’ll make many memories while
taking advantage of new experiences and
forge new friendships that will last a
lifetime. Feel free to contact us at
anytime at housing@siue.edu or visit our
web site at.siue.edu/HOUSING.

Indoor and
outdoor pool=
The outdoor pool is open from 3
p.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday
and from noon to 6 p.m. on weekends
through September 5. The outdoor pool
is located near parking lot 10 and the
Cougar Lake Recreation Area. Please
remember to bring your SIUE ID each
time you use the facility. The pool varies
in depth from three and a half feet to nine
feet, eight inches. The pool has a slide,
basketball hoop, concession stand, deck
area, and picnic tables, in addition to
shower and changing facilities.
An end of the year pool party will
be held at 5 p.m. Thursday, September 1.
The party will feature free food, music
and swimming. This event is totally free.
You can call the outdoor pool at 6503334 for more information.
The indoor pool is extending
evening hours for the fall semester thanks
to student feedback. The indoor pool is
located in the Vadalabene Center. You
can enter the pool area through the first
floor locker rooms. The indoor pool
features include one and three meter
diving boards, six lanes for lap swim and
a seating area.
Various programs,
including a True Beginner Swim class,
Water Aerobics, Lap Swim, Open
Recreation Swim. Dive-in Movies and
Master Swim Club are offered
throughout the year. You will be required
to show your SIUE ID each time you use
the facility.
For more information on all the
aquatic opportunities, please call the
Student Fitness
Center at 650-BFIT or visit
siue.edu/CREC.

Marketing
and research =
Southern
Illinois
University
Edwardsville recently launched a new
advertising campaign that positions SIUE
as a metropolitan university offering high
quality academics, as well as a beautiful,
convenient location, according to
Barbara O'Malley, executive director of
Marketing and Communications for the
university.
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The creative concepts of the
campaign are generated around the
excellence of SIUE programs, faculty
and students. The campaign includes
billboards and ads for print, radio and
television. To see examples from the new
campaign, go to www.siue.edu.
“ We learned from marketing
research conducted in early 2005 that we
are known for our beautiful campus and
convenient location,” O ’Malley said.
“Those are great things to be known for.
Now we really want to build awareness
of the distinctiveness of our campus and
excellence in programs, faculty and
students. The truth is that we have great
success stories all around us. We’re going
to focus on telling those stories.”
O ’Malley pointed out that part of
the campaign includes a stylized “SIUE,”
placing emphasis on the “e” to highlight
the distinctiveness of the Edwardsville
campus within the SIU system.
Pat Williams, vice chancellor for
University Relations, said the “e” also
provides ample opportunity for campaign
development.
“We’ll have fun with it,” Williams
said. “The “e” can stand for all kinds of
things including engaging, exciting,
enlightening ... the list can go on and
on.”
Marketing and Communications is
a
newly
formed
administrative
department in the Office of University
Relations. Its function is to provide
consistent, coordinated messages for
SIUE. It includes public affairs, public
relations, graphics, advertising, sports
information, photography and the Web.
For an example of the campaign, see the
advertisement on page 12.

NSBE---------When the National Society o f Black
Engineers began in 1976, they had one
mission: to increase the number of
culturally responsible Black engineers
who excel academically, succeed
professionally and positively impact the
community.
Today, almost 15,000 members
share that mission, making NSBE the
largest student run organization in the
world. The SIUE chapter of NSBE
strives to maintain that mission locally by
providing networking opportunities for
all students, especially those interested in
technical or science-related fields, with
professional workshops that feature
representatives from companies like
Inroads and Edward Jones. Study tables
are arranged to give students the
opportunity to receive help from each
other and review the class notes of former
NSBE students. NSBE positively
impacts the community by volunteering
for organizations like the Black Butterfly
Youth Foundation and the East St. Louis
Upward Bound program. The current
members o f NSBE will continue to
uphold the goals of its founding members
and cement its community ties. NSBE
looks forward to everyone having a great
school year!

Police = = = = =
University Police at Southern
Illinois University Edwardsville is a State
of Illinois law enforcement agency
responsible for the protection of life and
property. Officers are sworn police
personnel under the authority granted by
Illinois law. Services are provided to the
Edwardsville campus, the East St. Louis
Higher Education Center, and the School
of Dental Medicine in Alton.
The University Police Department
Edwardsville is located in the Supporting
Services Building. A satellite station is
located in the East St. Louis Higher

see POLICE, page 24
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Education Center in Building C. Both
locations provide services 24 hours per
day, 365 days per year. The University
Police Department is a 911 Public
Service Answering Point for the
emergency system. Emergency calls are
directed to the University Police, which
is responsible for dispatching appropriate
police, fire and/or ambulance services.
Services
provided
by
the
Department include vehicle jump-starts,
assistance in retrieving keys from locked
vehicles, and the use of engraving tools
to protect your valuables. An “escort
service” is provided to those individuals
who feel apprehensive about walking
alone on campus. The Department offers
numerous crime prevention programs
that can be tailored to your specific
needs.
The University Police operate
under a community-oriented policing
philosophy which sets the foundation for
providing quality service based on highethical standards. It includes being
responsive and responsible to the
community by building partnerships with
students, faculty and staff. University
Police are highly visible through bike
patrols, foot patrols and vehicular means.
For more information about the
SIUE Police Department, please do not
hesitate to contact us. In an emergency,
dial 911. For non-emergency situations
call 650-3324, visit siue.edu/POLICE or
admin.siue.edu/studentrightto or e-mail
police@siue.edu.

PRSSA
For more than 30 years Public
Relations Student Society of America has
been a leader in pre-professional student
organizations. With SIUE housing one of
the only two PRSSA chapters in the
Metro East, to become a member is a
definite leap towards success.
PRSSA offers
its
members
numerous opportunities to develop
professional and personal skills which
are beneficial both in and out of the
public relations field. Members also have
exclusive access to a nationwide job and
internship database, allowing members to
search the nation for excellent
opportunities. This database is also used
by many top notch firm s and
corporations to recruit some of the
nation’s top undergraduates, therefore
giving members the chance to rise above
the crowd.
PRSSA members also have access
to a network of over 8,000 other students
and over 20,000 professionals in 124
major US markets, and these numbers are
constantly growing. This gives PRSSA
members the power to advance their
educational and career opportunities on a
local, national and even global level.
The good news is that PRSSA is for
everyone. PRSSA is not exclusive to
public relations students and in fact
encourages students from all academic
disciplines to join. With such a large
network of members and industry
professionals and such a diverse group of
lecturers it is almost impossible to
imagine a person that PRSSA could not
benefit.
If you are interested in joining
PRSSA
please
contact
us
at
siue_pr@yahoo.com or contact the SIUE
Speech Communication Office at 6503090 for more information.

PSA
The Political Science Association is
a non-partisan organization dedicated to
the promotion of political awareness on
campus. To achieve this goal. PSA has
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organized a number of events in the past
year. We hosted lectures by two United
States Congressmen, two candidates for
the Illinois Supreme Court, as well as
university professors. The PSA also
organized and hosted a political debate
between student organizations, screened
popular political movies, won awards for
our College Bowl team and created the
“Hearts Display” to remember victims of
domestic violence. Our organization was
also active in Welcome Week, Spring
Fest and our own Political Awareness
Week. Membership in the Political
Science Association offers exciting
opportunities to hone skills in leadership,
organization and teamwork. It also offers
an opportunity to meet new people on
campus, work with faculty members in
the Political Science Department and
have fun. All students, regardless of
major, are welcomed to join PSA. For
more information, email the PSA officers
at psa_list@siue.edu. We look forward to
another exciting year with your support!

Psychology
club
The Psychology Club is an
academic society, organized to offer
social and academic opportunities in the
field of psychology. The club’s main
goal is to provide a broader education to
students concerning issues in psychology
and the psychology education experience
at SIUE. Many students enter the
psychology field not fully understanding
the extensive aspects of the subject, or
the
educational
requirements
in
psychology.
The Psychology Club was formed
last spring under the guidance of Dr.
Betsy Meinz and Dr. Laura Pawlow, both
professors in the psychology department.
President Cindy Gullo says, “This
semester we plan to focus on promoting
the club around campus and encouraging
students to join.” Entry requirements for
the club are minimal. First, there are no
dues to join the organization. Second,
students must maintain a grade point
average of 2.0 to be a part of the
organization. The Psychology Club is
not limited to only psychology majors or
minors, but rather to anyone who is
interested in psychology, including
undergraduates who are undecided in
their major.
Anyone interested in finding out
more information or in joining the
Psychology Club can contact President
Cindy Gullo at cgullo@siue.edu.

Religious
center =
Check out the Religious Center on
campus. It’s the glass Dome building
next to Visitor's Parking Lot B. The
Religious Center is dedicated to keeping
religious faith and experience in dialogue
with higher education. But we also offer
a quiet, peaceful place for study too! The
Religious Center seeks to assist students,
faculty and staff who are seeking to
enrich their spiritual life. We offer an
oasis from the hectic pace of university
activity. The building provides many
opportunities for rest, relaxation and
reflection as well as free coffee, tea and
hot chocolate, a student office complete
with a DSL line and computer/color
printer, a student lounge with television.
VCR. radio, couch and chairs, a library
and quiet places to study, three lounges
with couches and chairs, DSL hookups
for all compatible computers/laptops, a
full kitchen, affordable soda, copy
machine at 10 cents per copy, meditation
and Prayer Room and counseling
available.

Visit
our
Web
site
at
siue.edu/RELIGION for additional
details on all activities. Come visit us
during Welcome Week for free barbecue
and ice cream!!

School of
education—
Welcome to the School of
Education.
The
school
offers
comprehensive
undergraduate
and
graduate programs that allow us to
prepare students as professionals for a
variety of positions and settings. These
include educational, corporate, agency,
business, industry, clinic and health
institutions, and hospitals. The School of
Education provides an environment for
energetic learning by committed
professors and in an inviting atmosphere.
We have a variety o f teacher
education programs available. Students
interested in pursuing a career in
Education would benefit from taking our
introduction to education course Cl 200.
As well, the School will have one section
this fall of University 112 dedicated to
those students who are interested in
Education careers. These courses have
been designed to give an overall
introduction to the profession and allow
students to make an informed decision
about becoming a professional educator.
The Office of Clinical Experience,
Certification, and Advisement (OCECA),
located in Founders Hall, Room 1110,
provides services for students majoring
in education. Students seeking Teacher
Certification must be advised through
this office. Advisers meet with students
each term to discuss requirements and to
map out a tentative graduation plan.
For more information about
pursuing a career in education, please call
650-3350 or visit our Web site at
siue.edu/EDUCATION.

Service center=
The Service Center is a division of
the Office of the Registrar, located on the
first floor of Rendleman Hall Room
1309. Since August 1998, students have
found that their first stop for assistance
with student business is the Service
Center. It is the one place where you can
find help with all of the following: class
registration and schedule changes (adds,
drops
and
withdrawals);
tuition
calculation; applications for admission
(undergraduate
and
graduate);
applications for graduation; enrollment
certification requests; Illinois residency
applications; name, permanent address
and ID number changes; transcript
requests; Cougar Card ID cards; and
debit plan deposits. CougarNet access to
student records and forms and general
information related to a variety of
undergraduate and graduate concerns are
also available in the Service Center.
Graduate students will find additional
help with graduate student matters.
In addition, the Service Center has
evening hours and offers limited services
for Parking Services and selected other
offices when those offices are closed.
Bursar services are available at the
Satellite Cashiering Station located
within the Service Center. A referral
process has been established to help
students whose needs cannot be met in
the Service Center. Students will receive
a written referral to ensure they reach the
individual and office best able to help.
The Service Center is open from 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday
and 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Frida. Extended
evening and Saturday hours are offered at
the beginning of the fall and spring
semesters. Hours are adjusted slightly
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during break weeks and summer term.
The Bursar Satellite Cashiering Station
closes at 4 p.m. Friday.
For more information about the
Service Center stop by Rendleman 1309,
reach us by phone at 650-2080, by e-mail
at servicecenter @siue.edu or check out
our
Web
site
at
register.siue .edu/ servcent/.

Health service =
All SIUE students, faculty, and staff
may use the Health Service. Please bring
your SIUE identification card with you at
each visit. As a currently enrolled
student, you may see a member of our
health care delivery team for a routine
visit at no charge. A minimal fee is
assessed for laboratory testing, pharmacy
items, complete physical examinations
and immunizations. Faculty and staff
pay a charge to see the provider.
Please call our office to schedule an
appointment.
Location: Room 0224 (lower level)
Rendelman Hall
Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 pm . Monday
though Friday,
Mailing Address:
SIUE Health Service SIUE
Campus Box 1055
Edwardsville, IL 62606
Fax: 650-5839
Telephone:650-2842
Web site:siue.edu/HEALTH
For all serious injuries or illnesses;
please call 911 for immediate assistance.
Examples of service offered by our
office are physician visits for short term
illnesses, routine exam inations, STD
screening and treatment, birth control
methods, allergy injections, blood
pressure checks, tuberculosis skin
testing, immunizations, counseling visits
and health education programs.
Our laboratory and pharmacy will
accept written requests from outside
physicians. The pharmacy offers several
over-the-counter medications available at
very reasonable prices.

Study abroad=
Now more than ever before it is
important for Americans to learn about
other cultures and become better global
citizens. SIUE students are finding that
spending a semester abroad immersed in
another culture at a far away site can be a
life-changing,
education-enhancing
experience. Similar to trends at other US
campuses, the number of SIUE students
studying abroad is on the rise. During
2004 - 2005, the Office of Study Abroad
helped place 25 SIUE students at
programs in countries on five continents.
The Office of Study Abroad,
located in the Morris University Center
Room 2053, provides counseling and
administrative support to SIUE students
before, during and after the study abroad
experience. Study Abroad Coordinator
Julie Beall-M arshall, helps SIUE
students identify options for study abroad
based on academic goals and personal
needs. Students are assisted through all
phases of the process: identification of
suitable foreign institutions, preparation
of application, selection of proposed
courses, assistance gaining academic
department approval for selected
program, facilitation of financial aid
request for study abroad and pre
departure advice on cultural differences,
international travel, and more. Most
programs are designed for sophomores,
juniors
or
seniors.
Application
requirements include a statement of
purpose essay, recommendation letters,
SIUE transcripts showing a grade point
average of at least 2.75 and the

appropriate forms. Early planning is the
key to successful study abroad. Literally
hundreds of study abroad opportunities
exist; they differ widely in location,
academics, duration, structure, cost,
language of instruction and other factors.
Students interested in study abroad
should research their options and begin
planning at least two semesters in
advance. Study abroad applications need
to be submitted in full and approved by
the Study Abroad Office and the student’s
academic advisor by January- February
for fall semester applications and by
August - October for spring. For more
information,
visit
siue.edu/STUDYABROAD/.

Textbook
service =====
The University Bookstore is the on
campus source for graduate level
textbooks as well as supplemental
undergraduate texts. Often students are
unaware of information regarding these
texts that could save them money or help
them succeed in their classes. Below are
tips to help students in making their
textbook purchases.
Choosing what to buy:
Textbooks listed with a yellow shelf
tag are optional (recommended) texts.
White tags are used for required. The
recommended/required classification is
set by the academic department ordering
the text. You may want to wait to
purchase optional texts until after the first
class period.
One or more used books are
available for any title with two prices
listed on the shelf tag. If there is no used
book price listed, the bookstore was
unable to obtain used copies. The
bookstore stocks the used books in front
of the new books since those are most
popular.
When to buy:
Buy early! Used books always sell
first, so shopping early gives you the best
chance at saving 25%-40% with a used
book purchase. Textbooks are available
approximately one week prior to the first
day of classes.
Another advantage to buying early
is the availability of the book. The
bookstore makes every attempt to have
texts available for every student that
needs one based on past sales history,
current enrollment, instructor use, and
many other factors. However, textbook
shortages in a small percentage of
courses are inevitable. Early purchases
insure availability.
Purchase all textbooks before the
end of the 6th week of the semester.
Although some titles will remain on the
shelves, after the 6th week of the
semester many titles will no longer be
available. The book companies where
the bookstore obtains used books,
requires that unsold books be returned to
them after that week. Fiscally, the
bookstore has no choice but to comply.
Reserving a Book:
If a needed text is not available after
classes begin, students can send an e-mail
to bookstore@siue.edu with the course
on the subject line. Students should
indicate whether they want to reserve a
copy (3 days) or just want to be notified
when the book arrives. Texts may be
unavailable due to publisher shortages,
new editions not yet printed, late orders
from the academic department or from
last minute increases in enrollment.
Returning Textbooks (Receipts,
Condition, Time):
During the first 4 weeks of the
semester, texts are returnable within 7
days of purchase with a bookstore cash

see TEXTBOOK SERVICE, page 34
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& MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
jP*
ON OUR BIG SCREEN & 10 TV’S ' / \

^4
JT
/ \

oP$>

%

FREE FOOD DURING RAMS GAMES & MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

tJ ° o t
iu
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Jm *

o

r
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At

Jwh Jm*

$1 DRAFT
$4.50 PITCHERS

WEDNESDAY
$1.50 LONGNECKS
LOOK FOR
OUR
SPECIAL EVENTS

TH U R SD A Y
«*

SATURDAY

COME SEE THE METRO AREAS TOP ROCK N
r o u . BANDS

DOS EQUIS tíA A

$2 MARGARITAS
S3 JAGER SHOTS
$4 JAGER BOMBS

$1.00 LONGNECKS

F R ID A Y
nnanM A
U U H U IM A

tt

LIVE MUSIC AT 9:30 P.M.

MARGARITAS

OPEN EVERYDAY
FROM 11 A.M.

$1.50 PUCKER &
SCHNAPPS SHOTS
$2.00 COORS LITE

BURGERS/ FRIES
35* PEEL- N- EAT SHRIMP
K-BOBS/ SALADS
APPETIZERS / SANDWICHES
HOMEMADE PIZZA
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Vadalabene Center (VC)

Lovejoy Library (LB)

The Sam M. Vadalabene Center houses the
Departments of Kinesiology and Health
Education. It also houses two gymnasiams,
exercise equipment and a swimming pool.

Lovejoy Library is home to the Abbott
Auditorium, Academic Computing, Audio
Visual Services and the Good Buy Bookshop.

Science Building (SL)
The Science
Building
houses
the
Departments o f Biological Sciences,
Chemistry, Mathematics and Statistics and
Physics.
It is also home to the
Environmental Sciences Program.

Katherine Dunham Hall (DH)
Dunham Hall is home to the Departments of
Theater and Dance, Music and Mass
Communications.

Engineering Building (EB)
The Engineering Building houses the School of
Engineering, and the departments of Civil
Engineering, Computer Science, Construction,
Electrical and Computer Engineering and
Mechanical and Industrial Engineering.

_______
__

Art and Design Building (AD)
The Art and Design building is home to the
Department of Art and Design.

Religious Cen

The Religious Center 1
Ministries and the only
on campus.
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Alumni Hall (AH)
Alumni Hall houses the Schools of Education and
Nursing and the Departments of Economics and
Finance, Educational Leadership, Family Health
and Community Health Nursing, Geography,
Public Administration and Policy Analysis,
Primary Care and Health Systems Nursing,
Psychology and Speech Communication.

Skywalk
The skywalk connect Founders Hall and
Alumni Hall. It is home to the Skywalk Cafe.

Founders Hall (FH)
Founders Hall is home to the School of
Business and the Departments of Accounting,
Computer Management and Information
Systems, Curriculum and Instruction,
Management and Marketing and Special
Education and Communication Disorders. It
also houses the Career Development and
Reading Centers.

Peck Hall (PH)
Stratton
Quadrangle

Peck Hall houses the College of Arts and
Sciences, and the Departments of Anthropology,
English Language and Literature, Foreign
Languages and Literature, History, Philosophy,
Political Science, Social Work and Sociology. It
is also home to Academic Counseling and
Advising, the Criminal Justice Studies Program,
the Writing Center and the Mathematics
Resource Area.

Rendleman Hall (RH)

Morris University Center (MUC)

nter (RC)
houses Campus
[y Coke machine

The MUC is home to the Office of Conference and
Institutes, International Students Services and the
Kimmel Leadership Center. It also contains Auntie
Anne’s Pretzels, the Center Court, Cougar Lanes,
Pizza Hut Express, Starbucks, Taco Bell, the
University Bookstore, University Hair and the
University Restaraunt.

Rendleman Hall houses the Admissions Office,
Health Service, Parking Services, the Office of the
Bursar, the Office of the Registrar, the Service
Center, Student Employment, Student Financial
Aid and University Housing.

O

n

- C
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Cleanliness is next to... mandatory Purchasing parking permits prevents penalties
Students in University Housing must pass cleaning
inspections twice per semester
Ath en a C a b a l l e r o
L if e s t y l e s R e p o r t e r

Having four students share
one apartment or dorm suite is
just asking for trouble, especially
when it comes to keeping their
home clean. It is not unexpected
that problems may arise when it
comes to divvying up the chores.
Cleaning inspections take
place twice
per semester.
Students can prepare themselves
for inspections by keeping up
with household
c h o r e s
throughout the
semester.
After m oving
in, housing suggests
that students write up a
cleaning contract in order to
avoid arguments about who
does what.
When inspection time
comes
around
in
the
residence halls, advisors expect
clean bathroom s including a
clean tub and toilet, as well as
taking out all garbage. The living
quarters should be free of dust
and overloaded outlets.
Cougar Village inspections

are more thorough since there is
more space being inspected. The
furnace closet should also be free
of dust and clutter. These closets
are not for storage.
The most common cause for
failing an inspection in Cougar
Village is grease on the hood
above the stove. The grease
build-up can cause a fire.
Director
of
University
Housing Mike Schultz said that
students
should work
together to
keep their
apartm ent or
dorm
room
clean.
R em em ber
that candles and
incense are not
allowed. Also, the
only pets allowed at
SIUE are fish.
The first cleaning
inspections for fall semester are
Sept. 26-29. Resident advisors
will let residents know their exact
time of inspection. So keep it
clean!
For
more
inform ation,
contact Housing at 650-3931.

Students can avoid parking tickets by registering
their cars with Parking Services
M

in d e e

W

h it s e l l

L if e s t y l e s R e p o r t e r

New and returning students
must register their vehicles with
Parking Services in order to
avoid hefty fines.
All students commuting to
campus are required to purchase
a parking permit by the end of the
first week o f classes. Students
residing in Woodland, Prairie and
Bluff Halls need to purchase a
residential permit. The permit is
$60.00.
Permits are available in the
Parking Services office in
Rendleman Hall, Room 1113. All
prior parking fines must be paid
in full before purchasing a permit
for the upcoming year.
Students are allowed to park
in lots marked with red symbols.
These lots are located on the east
end of campus in lots P -1 through
P-9. Parking in any lot not
designated by a red symbol may
result in a citation.
Parking is also available in
pay lot B and other metered
parking throughout campus. Lot
B is $.75 per hour for the first

two hours and $1 for every hour
thereafter. All metered parking is
$.75 per hour.
Beginning this semester,
students will no longer be able to
park in lot F located outside of
the Vadalabene Center unless
they buy a brown parking permit.
The permit costs $100.
In order to avoid parking

fines, students should be sure to
purchase a parking permit, park
only in lots designated to them
and make sure to put enough
money in their meters.
If you feel a fine is
unjustified,
students
have
10 working days from the
date it was issued to file an
appeal.
see PARKING, page 30

B r e n t N a y lo r M l e s t l e

Students wait in line at the SIUE Parking Services office to
purchase parking permits.

SHOWCOLLEGEPRIDE... SPECIAL COUGAR CHECKS & CHECKBOOK COVER FROM TheBANK.
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Zero tolerance for parking
Guests must follow university procedure to
avoid a ticket
A th en a C aballero
L if e s t y l e s R e p o r t e r

This fall students will
undoubtedly have their friends
come to visit them on campus. If
misinformed or unprepared, the
visitor is at risk of a costly ticket.
The key, as a student, is to
know the proper procedure to
obtain a parking pass or
overnight guest pass
for visiting guests.
“Park
only
where that permit
allows,” Director
of A dm inistrative
Services Bob Vanzo
said.
If a guest is visiting
the residence halls or Cougar
Village for only a short amount
of time they can stop at the front
desk and pick up a temporary
parking pass good for four hours.
In that case, visitors can park in
any parking spot in that particular
residence lot.
If a guest is staying
overnight, students m ust first
pick
up
a
“Residence

Hall/Cougar Village Overnight
Guest Registration” form. The
forms are available at the front
desk of each residence hall or at
the Commons Building’s front
desk.
Residents must complete the
form and get their roommates
approval and signature. The
form must be filled out and
returned at least 24 hours
prior to the arrival of a
guest.
Overnight guest
parking can also be
requested on this
form. The license
plate number o f each
guest is needed.
Guests are not allowed
to stay more than three
consecutive nights, and only two
guests are allowed in a single unit
at a time.
When guests arrive, they are
required to sign in at the front
desk and will also receive their
parking passes.
For
more
information
contact the Central Housing
Office at 650-3931.

Consider your
leisure learning alternatives

For a complete schedule of
Leisure Learning Activities call or stop by the
Office of Continuing Education
Rendleman Hall, Room 1330
650-3210 or www.siue.edu/CE

Be sure of insurance

T - ' SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY p

EpwardwtllE

University takes no responsibility for student
property damaged in University Housing
Ath en a C a ba llero
L if e s t y l e s R e p o r t e r

eligible for coverage while away
at college. Students may also
obtain coverage through any
standard insurance agency.
Rates vary according to the
policy a student takes out. For a
$5,000 policy the premium is
about $120 a year.
A major cause of fires in
residence halls is students
overloading outlets. Do not use
multiple plug connectors or

A fire broke out in Cougar
Village in 2003 and caused
thousands of dollars in damages.
An accidental triggering of
the sprinklers in Woodland Hall
last
year
caused
m ajor
destruction to residents’ personal
belongings.
Residents affected by these
incidents that did n o t --------------have
renters **
insurance
did
not
receive s t a f e m e n t
compensation
for

We have students read a

that strongly
their losses, students suggests insurance coverage

like these could have
yy
saved effort and
money if they had
~Director of University Housing
acquired a Student
Personal Property
Michael Schultz
Plan before m o v in g ---------------extension cords. These can
onto campus.
A Student Personal Property melt and cause sparking when
Plan covers students’ possessions maxed out, resulting in an
in the event of a fire or natural electrical fire.
Fire
extinguishers
are
disaster. Possessions must be
catalogued when insurance is located in every Cougar Village
apartment and building as well as
issued.
residence
hall hallways. Report
“We have students read a
any
damaged
fire-fighting
statement that strongly suggests
equipm
ent
to
the
University
insurance coverage for all
Housing
Facilities
Management
residents,” Director of University
at 650-2070.
Housing Michael Schultz said.
Renter’s insurance pamphlets
The university cannot be
are
available
in the University
held liable for any damages, but
Housing
Office
in the basement
students whose parents have
of
Rendleman
Hall.
homeowner’s insurance may be

fo r dll residents.

A re

fin a l p r e s e n ta tio n s
y o u

le a v in g

to n g u e - tie d ?

Visit the Speech Center
Alumni Hall 3323
#650-3085
We can help you with:
D e v e lo p in g speech
O r g a n i z i n g sp e e ch
S p e e c h d e liv e r y
V i d e o t a p in g a n d
feed b a c k

o u tlin e s
co n te n ts
skills
g iv in g

*Appointments recommended but not necessary.
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SIUE Dining Service Hours
Skywalk Food Court

Center Court (Continued)

(Skywalk)
Monday - Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Friday
7:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Dinner
4:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

Freshens
Auntie Anne's Pretzels
(Morris University Center)
Monday - Thursday
9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Friday
9:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

U nion Station
(Morris University Center)
Monday - Thursday
7:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday
7:30 a.m. - Midnight
Saturday
9:00 a.m. - Midnight
Sunday
10:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

University R estaurant
(Morris University Center)
Monday - Friday
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Starbucks Coffee
(Morris University Center)
Monday - Saturday
7:00 a.m. - Midnight
Sunday
11:00 a.m. - M idnight

(Cougar Den)
Monday - Friday
9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Pizza H ut Express
(Cougar Den)
Monday - Friday
10:30 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Taco Bell
(Cougar Den)
Monday - Thursday
10:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Friday
10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Pizza H ut Express
and Taco B ell

N oodle/Pasta (Continued)
Thursday
10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Friday
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Entrees
(Center Court)
Monday - Friday
7:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
10:45 a.m. - 2 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
11:30 a.m. - 7:30 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

(Center Court)
Monday, Wednesday
and Friday
7:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
7:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
10:30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

Prairie Cart
(Prairie Hall)
Monday - Friday
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Monday - Thursday
4:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.

B luff Cafe
Chick-Fil-A

(Open alternating weekends)
Saturday and Sunday
12:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

(Center Court)
Monday - Saturday
10:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Center Court

N oodle/Pasta

(Morris University Center)
Monday - Friday
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
(Continuous Service)
Brunch
10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

(Center Court)
Monday
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Tuesday
10:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday
10:30 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

(Woodland Hall)
Monday - Friday
8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Monday - Thursday
4:00 p.m. -8:00 p.m.

Grill

D eli/Panini
(Center Court)
Monday
10:30 a.m. Tuesday
10:30 a.m. Wednesday
10:30 a.m. Thursday
10:30 a.m. Friday
10:30 a.m. -

W oodland Cart

(Bluff Hall)
Monday - Friday
7:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Monday - Thursday
6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Commons Grill
(Cougar Village Commons
Building)
Monday - Friday
11:00 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

PARKING

fro m page 28

A small portion of the fine
must be paid in advance. If the
appeal is granted, the money will
be credited to the students
account.
Students who acquire $100
or more in fines are considered to
be violating the scofflaw policy
and face the possibility of being
towed
at
their
expense.
If citations are not paid by their
due date, students may not be
able to enroll for the following
semester.
Citations vary in price
depending upon the violation.
Fines for improper display of a
permit and meter violations are
$15, parking in a no-parking zone
or lacking a permit is $40 and
misuse or alteration o f a permit is
$80.
The towing fee is $55.
Fines paid in full within 10
days will be reduced by $5.
All fines can be paid in the
Parking Services office. For more
inform ation
visit
admin .siue .edu/parking/.

We have what you need...all at
Super Values for Students!
O ver 1 0 M o d e ls & H u n d r e d s o f C h o ic e s !

20 Models Available
Twins starting at $68 each!

G re a t fo r D o rm R o o m s a n d A p a r tm e n ts !
ß

V .Si '

Agent Madrid $428

Oregon $328
Queen Set $398
Princess Twins $99 each

V

e

r

i o

MATTRESS FACTORY STORES
[M

10 Lincoln Highway • Fairview Heights, IL f
www.verlo.com
Essence
Twins $118
Queen Set $498

We B uild It

618-632-6767
Monday - Friday 10-8
Saturday 9 - 5

Sunday 11-4

We D eliver It • We G uarantee It!

Virginia $358

SIUE Students
show your I.D. &
Receive Additional
10% OFF any
Purchase!

_______4 P
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Housing price comparisons Lots to do just off-campus
R esidence Hall
A sem ester in the resid en ce halls is the equivalent o f approxim ately four
m onths.
F or a shared b ed ro o m w ith m eal plan A , a resident can expect to pay $ 7 2 4 per
m onth, w hich includes c a b le , internet connection, electric, w ater and trash.
E ach resident also receiv es a b ed , desk and dresser.

C ougar Village
A sem ester in C o u g a r V illage is the equivalent o f approxim ately four m onths.
A shared b edroom w ith no m eal plan w ill cost residents $400 per m onth, w hich
includes cab le , internet co n n ectio n , electric, w ater and trash.
F or a private b ed ro o m in C o u g ar V illage w ith no m eal plan, residents will pay
$594 per m o n th , including cab le, internet connection, electric w ater and trash.
E ach resident also receiv es a b ed , desk and dresser.

O ff cam pus apartm ents
Tw o p eople sharing a tw o -p erso n apartm ent o ff-cam pus can expect to pay
anyw here from $250 - $ 5 0 0 in rent.
In addition to ren t, ten an ts m ay also be responsible fo r electric, w ater, trash and
cable bills. T h ese bills m ay add up to an additional $100 per m onth per resident.
R esidents are ty p ically responsible for providing th eir ow n furniture.
A landlord m ay req u ire a security deposit w ith the lease.
In the ev en t that a ro o m m ate m oves out early, the rem aining room m ate(s) can
be held resp o n sib le fo r his o r h er portion o f the rent and utility bills.

Information courtesy o f siue.edu/HOUSING and www.apartments.com

A n d y R a th n o w / A lestle

The newly developed area on Illinois State Route 157
offers students the chance to enjoy fine dining, coffee and
Chinese cuisine. For more information on shopping and dining
outlets in the Glen Carbon and Edwardsville area, call the
Edwardsville and Glen Carbon Chamber of Commerce at
656-7600.

MODULES
—0/5UNiVEOS^l^

Student Leadership
Development Program &
Volunteer Services

W

e

l c

a

m

Q

S

I U

B

a

c

h

Modules
SLDP Orientation
Aug. 31, Sept. 7,2 0 0 5
4:30 p.m.
Peck Hall, Com puter Lab 1410

t

a

E

I H

SLDP Student Meeting
August 3 0 ,2 0 0 5
4:30 p.m.
Board Room , MUC

Modules
8/30/05
Module 11, 2:00 p.m.
Role M odels & Risk Takers
Jay Hoffm an, Illinois State Representative
Kyle Anderson, Metro East Liaison to Governor
Board Room , MUC
8/30/05
Module 1 ,6:30 p.m.
Leadership Characteristics: You Are A Leader
Rick Bruegger
I/O M aster’s Candidate, SIUE
Board Room , MUC

SLDP Reminders....
Volunteer Projects
August 27 - Share Food Co-op* Granite City, IL
Septem ber 10 - St. Vincent dePaul Thrift Store, E. St. Louis, IL
Septem ber 13-15 - Voter Registration Drive, Morris University Center
Septem ber 24 - Com puter Rehab, Holy Rosary School, Fairmont City, IL
Septem ber 24 - Share Food C o-op, Granite City, iL
Volunteer Fair, September 14 - Goshen Lounge/Center Court
F o r m ore in fo rm atio n an d th e c a le n d a r, c o n tact th e K im m el L e ad ersh ip C e n te r a t
extension 2686 o r visit th e w ebsite a t w w w ^iuc.ed u /K IM M 1»IV bL D E

C a m p u s A c t iv it ie s B o a r d

“Who. ôcufA thene.’* nothing,
ta da an cantpuô?”
www.siue.edu/CAB

^ O

f p c a m p u s h o t spo ts%
%
i*
«h r
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This guide has been compiled for readers of legal drinking age
to become acquainted with local night life.
i-i,'»
, ... .-..'V
.1 *
É

V

Laurie's Place (back bar)
228 N. Main St.
656-2175

Xf ;

Âr k‘ ;" *
MÆBm *

Shenanigans Bar & Grill
2 157 Center
656-8363

J F Mil-

**«A tlT

Stagger Inn Again
104 E. Vandalia St.
656-4221
Specials: $4 Budweiser pitchers
Saturday
Entertainment: Shuffleboard and
Wednesday and Sunday open mic
night
Live music: Wednesday through
Sunday night
Food: Kitchen open Monday to
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 8
p.m. and Thursday to Saturday
from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Claim to fame: Stagger Inn sells
more Jägerm eister and Irish
whiskey than anyone in Illinois
outside of Chicago.

Specials: Tuesday - $1.50
domestic
bottles
and
$2
margaritas, Thursday - free pool
and $1 drafts, Sunday $1 pints
Entertainment: Pool tables and
dartboards
Live music: Friday and Saturday
night
Food: Kitchen closes at 10 p.m.
M onday through Wednesday,
closes at 11 p.m . Thursday
through Sunday. Happy hour
specials are available from 4:30
to 7 p.m. Thursday through
Sunday.
Claim to fame: “Coldest beer in
town”
College night: Thursday

Specials: daily drink and food
specials available
Food: Full kitchen
College night: Tuesday

K rieger’s Hom etown Sports
Grill
1070 S. State Route 157
655-0771
Rusty’s Restaurant
1201 N. Main St.
656-1113

Specials: Daily drink specials and
half-price appetizers from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m . M onday through
Thursday
Entertainment: Arcade games
Food: Full kitchen
College night: Wednesday

Specials: Thursday $1 drafts
and $2 domestic bottles
Food: Kitchen open 11 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. and 5 to 9 p.m.
during the week and from 5
to 10 p.m. Friday and
Saturday
College night: Thursday

Neumann’s Bar and Restaurant
463 E Vandalia St.
656-6688
Specials: $1.95 bottles every night
Entertainment: dartboard
Claim to fame: Neighborhood
tavern and one of oldest buildings in
Edwards ville on historic Route 66.

SIUE
Credit Union
E s ta b lis h e d 1959

www.siuecu.org
SIUE Campus • Lewis Road
(618) 650-3760

D
rive-upA
T
M
: 480 U
niversityParkD
rive, Edwardsville, IL

MAX 1-800-259-0731 (Audio)
Hours Monday through Friday
Drive Up Window: 8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Lobby and Phone: 9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
P r o v id in g
t o

t h e

F in a n c ia l S e r v i c e s

S I U E

C o m

m

u n i t y ...

★ Students
★ Faculty, Staff, and Retiree’s
SIUE Alumni
^ University Park Tenants
ik SIUE Religious Center

S e r v i c e s

O f f e r e d ...

★ ATM
★ On-Line Banking
Savings Accounts - Checking Accounts
★ Visa Check Card/ATM Card
★ Visa Credit Cards
i k Loans
★ Certificates

'A And more...

O u r Place
704 Henry St.
655-1255
Specials: Monday-free wings,
Tuesday-$2
rail
drinks,
W ednesday-$1.25 domestic
bottles. Thursday-$2.25 youcall it, Friday-karaoke, $1
Schnapps, Sunday - Nascar,
$1.75 bottles and $1.50 hot
dogs until 1 a.m.
Entertainment: dartboard
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Cleo’s Inc.
1013 N. Main St.
692-0786

Fast Eddie’s Bon-Air
1530 E. 4th Street Alton
462-5532

Specials:
Thursday-karaoke
night, $3.50 Miller Lite pitchers,
$5 Bud Light pitchers and $3
Stag pitchers, Sunday- football,
$1 drafts
Entertainment:
Pool
table,
dartboard, free popcorn and big
screen t.v.
Live music: Sunday night
Food: Kitchen open 11 a.m. to 9
p.m .
all
week, featuring
barbecue and fish on Friday
Claim to fame: oldest existing
tavern in Edwardsville
College night: Thursday

Live music: Thursday through
Sunday night
Food: Cheap peel V eat shrimp,
burgers, kebabs, pork, chicken
wings, bratwurst and fries.
Kitchen open from 1 to 11 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Friday
through Sunday.

Erato Wine Bar and Shop
101 E Vandalia St.
307-3203
Specials: Every other Thursday
Erato will offer wine tastings
with special prices on bottles of
wine.
Variety: 35 to 40 different beers
and more than 80 varieties of
wine
Food:
Cheese
plates
and
chocolates
Claim to fame: Erato is the only
wine bar in Edwardsville. Its St.
Louis location was voted the No.
1 wine bar in St. Louis by St.
Louis Magazine.

Must be 21 years of age to enter
Fast Eddie’s Bon-Air at any
time.

Wild Country
17
Gateway
Collinsville
346-6775

Drive

Specials: Wednesday - free
dance lessons, karaoke and
free cover after 9 p.m .,
Thursday - Taping of St.
Louis Country, $5 cover all
ages,
Friday
pool
tournam ent, thong-a thon,
free cover before 8 |
and
$1 domestic bottles, Saturday
- live broadcast with 93.7
The Bull and free cover
before 8 p.m.

Vanzo’s Taproom
132 N. Main St.
656-9706

18 and up to enter, 21 to
drink.

Specials: Monday - $1 mugs, Tuesday - $1.75 rail drinks and Wednesday $1.75 bottles
Entertainment: Pool table and dartboards
Live music: Thursday and Friday night
Food: Kitchen open from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monday through Friday with daily
specials

SIUE
Student Government

U

Applications available now for
2005-06 Academic Mainstage

2005-2006 Special Fall Election
Position Available:
Student Trustee
Requirements:
•
2.5 GPA
• Completed 2 academic terms as a full-time
student at SIUE
• Illinois residency
How to apply:
Step 1: Obtain an application and election manual from the
Student Government office (1st floor, MUC).
Step 2: Return the completed application to the
Student Government office by
4:00 p.m. Wednesday, September 7.
Step 3: Attend the Mandatory Candidates’ Meeting
on Wednesday, September 7, 4:30 p.m.,
Kimmel Conference Room

Know Your World.
Read
the Alestle

Sunday matinees 2 PM • others at 7:30 PM

It w ill m a k e y o u la u g h .
It w ill m a k e y o u c ry .
It w ill m a k e y o u th in k !

BLUR
by Melanie Marnich

Oct 12 -16

Make theater part of your
campus life experience.
Enjoy the bonus
of com plim entary tickets
to all mainstage shows
and Season for the Child.
This perk is made possible
by Campus Activities Board.

Dance in Concert
c h o re o gra p h y by faculty and guest artists

Nov 9 -13

North Shore Fish
by Israel Horowitz

Nov 30 - Dec 4

Box Office

The Dispute
by Marivaux

Dunham Hall
1042-B

650-2774

Feb 22 - 25

The Pirates of Penzance
by Gilbert & Sullivan

B r in g y o u r v a lid s tu d e n t I.D.

Open Audition for fall semester shows
Friday, August 26 • sign up • Dunham Hall 1031

April 1 8 - 2 3

R
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Being single doesn’t
have to be a drag
says, it is easy to see in a person
as you want to see them, but it is
much harder to see what you do
not want to see. This is especially
true when you first meet a person
though you might feel that the
person is perfect for you, you
may quickly find that not to be
the case. After all, spending one
night with a
a .
person is much
easier
than
spending
a
lifetime
with
them.
The single
life can be full
of fun times and
events, but there
are just as m any----------------------lonely nights as there are
accompanied ones. I believe my
roommate, Heath Ridder put it
best when he said “you can’t
count on someone to be there for
you all of the time, you have no
one to rely on for support.”
The worst part about being
single has to be the exact
opposite of the best thing about
being single. As Emily Milton
said, “What I like the least about
bing single has to be that you

25, 2005

Three little letters
never burned so much

don’t have an intimate bond with
someone, someone who you can
share things with.” The life of a
single person is indeed this
double - edged sword that allows
you all the freedom you want, yet
more
freedom
than
you
necessarily wish to deal with.
Finding someone to spend

With no one else to worry

Ah, the single life, full of
places to go, things to see and
people to do! The best thing
about being single has to be the
ability to do w hat you want,
when you want, with no one to
answer to. With no one else to
worry about, you can hang out
with your friends, go to bars and
consum e m ass quantities of
alcoholic beverages.
In order to attempt to see
the good side o f being single,
perhaps you need to see the
single life from a perspective that
only a recently single person can
view their life. A fter being single
for more than two years it is hard
to think of the true benefits of
being single. As my dad often

%
8»

e l a t io n s h ip s

about, you can hang out with
your friends, go to bars, and
consume mass quantities o f
alcoholic beverages. ”
most o f your tim e with is
difficult, but the best way to meet
a new person at a bar is by
introducing yourself and then
offering to buy them a drink.
Nevermind the traditional view
that the guy has to confront the
girl, either way can work just as
effectively.

Andy
Rathnow

Students should remain inform ed
abou t sexually transm itted diseases
hepatitis B is manageable, but
not curable.
G onorrhea and chlamydia
Sexually
transm itted are both curable STDs which can
diseases should be a major be easily tested for and treated.
concern of all sexually active Both of these STD ’s can have
effects
such
as
individuals. A ccording to the longterm
P l a n n e d ?
infertility if they are left
H untreated. A test for
Parenthood
Web |
site, one in four!
& these
diseases
is
available from health
Americans
will
have contracted a |
« service for $16.50.
STD by the tim ej
The prevalence
they are 24, and]
« o f STDs has been rising
one
in
five I
P on college campuses
Americans
has 1
nationwide. This makes
already contracted a Courtesy o f minimus.biz tesüng aU the more
A ndy R a th no w

P h o to g ra p h ic E d ito r

viral STD, other than HIV. Viral
STDs are not curable, although
some are treatable.
Everyone
know s
the
implications of HIV, but many
people do not realize that
hepatitis B has many long-term
heath concerns also. SIUE Health
Service Head Nurse Sue Grimes
said “besides HIV, hepatitis B
poses the largest health risk,” this
is because hepatitis B mainly
attacks the liver and can cause
death. G rim es added that

im portant.
Health
Services
recommends testing once a year
or every time an individual has a
new sexual partner. Condoms
should be used for every sexual
endeavor, including oral sex
because many STDs may still be
transmitted through this form of
sexual contact.
Teensource.org offer this:
“any sexually active individual
should look for any o f these
symptoms as a reason to get
tested
see STD, page 35

T r a n s p o r t a t io n
B a c k T o S c h o o l S u r v iv a l G u id e

Come for the view, stay for the ethanol Avoid parking frustration
U niveristy Park is hom e to both natural
with free public transit
scenery and a variety o f research fa c ilitie s

M

in d e e

W

h it s e l l

L if e s t y l e s R e p o r t e r
N ancy M
L

i f f .s t y i . h s

c D onald
R

eporter

University Park serves the
SIUE com m unity in various
capacities, including research
facilities, part-time employment
and picturesque scenes of nature.
Over the years, the State of
Illinois has invested $3.1 million
in University Park.
D eveloped in partnership
with A m eritech, a powerful
telecommunications
infrastructure serves University
Park tenants and gives them very
high bandwidth and fast transfer
speeds.
A ccording
to
siue.edu/U N IV E R S IT Y PA R K ,
with this technology tenants
could send 147,000 documents in
one second.
Some o f the University
Park tenants include Gateway
Medical Research Inc., Missouri
Botanical Garden and University

of Illinois Outreach and Public
Services. SIUE also has some
buildings in U niversity Park,
including Textbook Service and
the School of Pharmacy.

Executive
D irector
of
University Park Brian Donnelly
said University Park is helping
SIUE and students.
“In
the
longer
term .
University Park is contributing to
SIUE’s prestige as a center for
learning and research,” Donnelly
said. “Increasing institutional

prestige adds value to SIUE
degrees.”
Students can also benefit
from the tenants by landing a
part-time job. Donnelly says that
there are quite a few students
who work in University Park.
“Chief advantage for current
students is part time and
temporary jobs related to their
academic m ajor,” Donnelly
said.
Besides the technology
and
research
com panies,
University Park is also a great
spot for students to enjoy natural
beauty.
U niversity Park contains
wooded areas, dirt paths and
green vistas. A lso, the- Madison
County Transit Bike Trail is
connected to a spur through
University Park.
For more information about
University
Park,
visit
siue.edu/UNIVERSITYPARK.

Students who dread fighting
for a parking spot and receiving
parking tickets may want to
take advantage of M adison
County Transit’s shuttle services.
MCT has more than 20 shuttles in
the metro area including the
Cougar Shuttle.
The C ougar Shuttle runs
daily between Cougar Village
and Hairpin Drive with stops at
lot 4F and Building 519. Students
can catch the shuttle every 10
minutes between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. on weekdays and every hour
on Saturdays. Evening schedules
vary.
The shuttle also runs every
hour around Circle Drive
•with stops at Bluff Hall,
Woodland Hall and the Early
Childhood Center.
During the first and final
two weeks o f the fall and spring
semesters, the Cougar Shuttle

makes trips between Peck Hall
and Textbook Service.
The shuttle is free for oncampus trips.
O ther shuttle buses run
to dow ntow n Edwardsville,
local Amtrak stations and the
M etroLink
station
where
students will have access to St.
Louis attractions.
Bus schedules are available
on the first floor of Rendleman
Hall next to the Parking
Services office, on the first floor
of Peck Hall next to the
Instructional Services Room,
at the Inform ation Desk on
the first floor of Morris
U niversity
Center,
in
the
Cougar
Village
Commons
and at the main desks in
W oodland, Prairie and Bluff
Halls.
M ore inform ation on bus
schedules, prices and additional
routes
can
be
found
at
mct.org/SIUE or by calling 931 RIDE.
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DEPARTMENTAL NOTES=

from page 23

Textbook
service- ■
from page 23
register receipt, in new condition
(new books) and in the original package
if they were shrink-wrapped.
There are 3 exceptions to this: The
returns deadline for texts purchased
during the week before classes begin, is
extended until Saturday of the first week
of classes to allow time for those students
to attend at least one class. When a
student drops a class, the text returns
deadline is extended until the end of the
4th week of classes. And finally, texts for
workshops (classes of less than 6 weeks
duration) are not returnable.
After the 4th week of the semester,
textbooks are not returnable, regardless
of purchase date.
Book Buyback:
A used book wholesaler buys books
back from students on Wednesday and
Thursday of finals week from 10 AM to 6
PM each semester. Their table is located
at the front of the bookstore & posters are
displayed around campus as a reminder
of the dates. To get the best price,
students should sell books they don’t
intend to keep as early as possible. Once
the publisher of a book announces a new
edition of a text, the resale value of
earlier editions plummets to zero.
Holding books over several semesters to
sell all at one time could adversely affect
the price.
The University Bookstore has a
wide variety of study aids in the general
book section of the store to assist students
with their coursework, but the student's
most important tool is the textbook itself.
After all, “The value of a textbook is
measured by degrees.”

Undergraduate
student
research
The
Undergraduate
Research
Academy is a unique way for students at
SIUE to complement their baccalaureate
career and gain invaluable knowledge
and experience at the same time. The
URA exists to encourage, support and
recognize excellence in undergraduate
research. It allows students who are
either juniors or seniors to conduct
additional research in their discipline,
and gives them a budget of up to $800 to
do so. In addition, the students will
receive an award of $600 for
participating in the URA. The students
are assisted in their endeavors by
committed faculty members who mentor
them throughout the year-long process.
Students also attend special sessions,
which help them with their research and
in preparing their final presentations for
the URA banquet and even publication
with their mentors.
URA students come from all
disciplines on our campus. To be
members of the academy, they must be
full-time students in good economic
standing, and submit a written proposal
on their projects. They conduct their
research over two semesters, and must
enroll in three hours of credit each
semester for independent research or
study.
The URA academy runs during the
academic year, from August to May.
Deadlines for proposals are usually
set about six weeks before the academy
»session begins, which is typically in
March.
For more information visit the URA
site
at

The Graduate School
Welcomes Students to the
2005-2006 Academ ic Yean

siue ,edu/~deder/assess/ura.html. You
may also contact Douglas Eder, the
Director of Undergraduate Assessment
and Program Review, at deder@siue or at
650-2640, or Cindy Scarsdale at
cscarsd@siue.edu or 650-3647.

United campus
ministry=
United Campus Ministry is a
Christian ministry located in the
Religious Center (the Dome) across the
Visitor’s Parking Lot from the Morris
University Center. We are supported by
six Protestant denominations: American
Baptist Churches, USA (Shurtleff Baptist
Campus Ministry); Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ); Church of the
Brethren; Presbyterian Church, USA; the
United Methodist Church (Wesley
Foundation); and the United Church of
Christ.
The mission of United Campus
Ministry is to establish, maintain, and
evaluate a Christian ministry that will
embrace and confront SIUE and the
community with the Gospel of Jesus
Christ. By integrating the four aspects of
fellowship, service, study and worship,
United Campus Ministry hopes to
provide the SIUE community with a safe
and welcoming place to grow and be
challenged as well as find acceptance and
love.
On Tuesday evenings we offer
"Spiritual Growth Group" at 5p.m. (a
discussion group focusing on faith and
contemporary issues); a free dinner at 6
p.m.; and "Vintage Worship" at 7 p.m.
Other weekly programs include
small group Bible studies and discussion
groups; "Midweek Worship” at 12:10
p.m. Tuesdays (a brief 20 minute service)
and "Sisters' Circle" at noon Wednesdays
(an informal, "brown-bag" lunch
gathering for women to share and grow).
Throughout the year UCM also
provides alternative break trips, volunteer
projects, fellowship events, a host family
support program and a monthly
Labyrinth walk.
For more information please
contact Paul Burden or Cherie
Hambleton at 650-3248 or visit our Web
site at siue.edu/RELIGION/UCM. Come
as you; all are welcome here!

STD

------

fro m page 34
for STDs: burning or pain
while urinating, any discharge
from the opening of the penis, a
change in a woman’s normal
vaginal discharge or smell, sores,
blisters, rashes, bumps, swelling,
or growths around the penis,
vagina, or anus, itching, burning,
or pain around the penis, vagina
or anus, pain during sex and pain
in the lower abdomen.”
These symptoms could
mean you have an STD. If you
have any of these symptoms the
most important thing you should
do is see a doctor, who can
inform you of what is wrong and
help prevent the spread of STDs.
Despite the cultural stigma
against people with STDs, you
can protect yourself by getting
tested regularly and using
condoms every time you have
sexual contact with another
individual. Remember, the key
to beating these diseases is
proper protection and regular
testing.

SIUE

offers

master’s

and

specialist’s

degrees,

post

baccalaureate certificates on a full- or part-time basis in more than
30 fields of study within the Arts and Sciences, Business, Education,
Engineering and Nursing.
Visit our website at www.siue.edu/GRADUATE for a complete
listing of all graduate degree programs, courses, assistantships,
fellowships, links to departmental websites, etc!
S to p b y th e G ra d u a te S c h o o l
In fo rm a tio n /W e lc o m e B o o th today, 8 /2 5
P e c k H all, fro m 4 :0 0 - 5 :3 0 a n d p ic k up:
•A graduate student information packet
•Free gift
•Refreshments
•And, enter a prized drawing to be held at the
end of Welcome Week

Have a Great Year!

Get Your Laughs on the Landing

Half Off!
HUGHS"tu LANDING
@ o * tted ef,

e n td 'S o n

St. Louis’ Newest Comedy Club and Unique Bar Experience
(Owned and Operated by S IU E Alumni)

Present this ad at Laughs on the Landing for

HALF-OFF ADMISSION
To Our Continuous Improv Comedy Shows

Th ursdays-Satu rd ays
Other Shows:
Arvin Mitchell Stand-Up Show

•
Tuesdays
• Open Mic Night
Wednesdays (No Cover)

No Cover for The 2nd Stage Lounge
Our Unique Bar
801 North Second Street on Laclede’s Landing

314.241.5233
www.lauahsonthelandinq.com

Sports Quote of the Day

“It is an imperfect world,
but time heals all wounds.”
~SIUE Soccer Head Coach
Ed Huneke
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Lonely at the top for men’s soccer
Z ach G
S

po rts

R

roves
epo rter

Last year was a thrill ride for
the SIUE m en’s soccer team, but
it came to an abrupt halt after
falling 2-1 to Seattle University
in the NCAA Division II national
championship game.
The Cougars enter the 2005
season as favorites, picked No. 1
in the National Soccer Coaches
A ssociation
of
America
preseason poll.
However, according to Head
Coach Ed Huneke, the Cougars’
6-0 spring record is the most
important part o f the team ’s
momentum heading into this fall.

E r i c C r a in /4 l e s t l e

A dejected SIUE team agonizes after coming so close to a national title last season, losing 2-1 in
the NCAA Championship.

“We have had quite a few
years of success so momentum is
great when it is working for you.
And it is w orking for us,”
Huneke said.
The Cougars m anaged to
bring nearly all the players back
from last season, including junior
m idfielder and leading scorer
Victor Pacheco, senior forward
Pete C acciatore and junior
forwards Tim Collico and Mike
Banner.
All scored five goals or more
and finished with 15 or more
points total.
Huneke is excited to have all
of these players back, but knows
that another title run will be hard.
see BU LLSEYE, page 44

Join us for our:

W

e lc o m e

W

e e k

P a r ty

Wed. Aug. 24, 7:30 pm
SIUE Religious Center (Dome)

SIUE Lutheran
C a m p u s Ministry

B
“in tny year w ifi AmenCorps, i f
r a p taught a boy naked Sean to
explore thewofld:on the Internet
W ™ to think big. People say you can't
;Hattge the wortit Btit I rvmIc a
;
iffference. Just ask Searw
i «

?4**on Mclwrin. Amtritwpi

C h r is t o n C a m p u s.

www.siuelcm.org
Bible Study: Wed. Aug. 31, 7:30 pm, Religious Center

Know Your World.
Read
the Alesile
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Golf team sports experience
in return to varsity athletics
really good kids,” he said.
Marcuzzo’s first choice for
the team was junior Kyle
SIUE reinstated men’s golf Gansauer, a transfer from
in December 2004 and, as the Kaskasia College.
season approaches, the team is
“He’s a tremendous player
full of talent and ready to prove and he’ll be a real strong Division
itself.
II player,” Marcuzzo said.
“We want to let the people in
Juniors Craig Heinzmann
the area know that we want to be and Kyle Lickenbrock, who were
competitive and do some good teammates
at Southwestern
things and get it to where it used Illinois College, will be joining
to be,” SIUE m en’s and women’s the team as well.
Golf
Head
Coach
Mark
Junior Ryan Coughlin, a
Marcuzzo said.
transfer from Lewis and Clark,
The 2005-2006 team has big finished in the top five in Class A
shoes to fill, considering the during his senior year at
SIUE golf team made 16 national Marquette high school.
championship appearances before
“I worked with his golf
swing as a little kid, so
____
I’m really excited about
him coming to play,”
Marcuzzo said.
“ W e w a n te d to
Another
transfer
h a v e s o m e m a tu rity
student coming to play is
junior Brian Kuddes, who
a n d I th in k th is is a
qualified
nationally
g o o d b a la n c e .”
during his career at Rend
----Lake College.
“I think he can come
dropped as a sponsored sport in in and be a top three player,”
January 1995.
Marcuzzo said.
SIUE still isn’t sponsoring
Sophomore transfer Adam
the team being, but it has been Grandidier, from
Southeast
able to be reinstated by the M issouri
State, will
also
Friends of Golf. The group makes contribute to the team.
“He’s about 6 ’5 and he’ll
donations to the program in order
to make it a recognizable sport at come in and be a really good
SIUE.
young player for us too,” he said.
The only members of the
“The interest in m en’s golf in
this area is fantastic,” Marcuzzo team who come to SIUE fresh out
said.
of high school are Mike
Although the team can’t start McKinzie and Matt Lehl, who
practicing until August 15 due to will hold their own on the course
NCAA rules, Marcuzzo is already as well.
“We wanted to have some
very enthusiastic about the team
and feels that they have a group maturity and I think this is a good
of men who will be great balance,” Marcuzzo said. “I’m
looking forward to having a lot of
competitors.
“We wanted to get some kids fun with these kids.”
The team’s first tournament
within a 100 to 200 mile radius,
is Sept. 6 at Indianapolis.
and we ended up getting some
J

anelle
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P rogram s and A ctivitie s

J ong C ambron

From
bass fishing
to
badminton, incoming students
can immerse themselves in the
college atmosphere by entering
an intramural event or sport. With
a wide variety of games and
activities to choose from , no
student should feel left out.
“We pride ourselves in
having an event for everyone,”
said Chad R odgers, assistant
director of recreational programs.
Intram ural
sports
have
become extrem ely popular at
SIUE with a record number of
teams entering last year.
“We had 119 more teams
than the previous year,” Rodgers
said. “It’s an all-time record and
we are looking for another record
to be set.”

Rodgers thinks intramurals
are integral to the college
environment because they give
students a chance to meet new
friends, allow students to
continue participating in sports
they played in high school, offer
students a chance to take a break
from academics and are a great
way to socialize.
With
dodgeball
and
innertube waterpolo returning to
the mix this year, the record is
sure to fall again. The two events
have been so well liked, their
seasons are going to be extended
an extra week.
SIUE will also host a state
flag
football
tournam ent
beginning Oct. 14 and running
through Oct. 16 at the SIUE
RecPlex.
There is a $150 team entry

;

Spiritual Growth Group
Tuesday, 5p.m. - 6p.m.
Vintage Worship
Tuesday, 7pm - 8p.m.
Free Dinner
Tuesday 6-7p.m.
Sister’s Circle
An informal time fo r all SIUE women to share and grow
Wednesday, 12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Midweek Worship
Take a praise and worship break!
Tuesday 12:10 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Walk the Labyrinth
Walking Meditation and Sacred Celebration o f Life
First Friday of each month, 10 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
For more inform ation contact:

Paul Burden or Cherie Hambleton
650-3248 or chamble@siue.edu or pburden@siue.edu

www.siue.edu/RELIGION/UCM
A Progressive Christian Ministry

Friday, August 26,2005
Ice Cream Cabaret
11:30 AM - 1:00 PM
Cost:
Students with valid SIUE ID $3.00
Faculty and Staff $5.00
Enjoy lunchtime entertainment
performed in a cabaret style
setting by faculty, staff, and
students! Bring your lunch and
some money to build your own
sundae - it’s for a good cause!
(proceeds will support the Staff
Senate Scholarship)
Conference Center, Morris
University Center
Staff Senate

Intramural leagues exploding
S po r t s R e p o r t e r

(an held at dom e

H E R E ”

' ff n w

FOOD

ENTEBT ÂIHMEHT

v

GAMES

Edwardsville Block Party
6:00 pill - 12:00 am
Want something to do the
first weekend of school? The
Edwardsville Block Party features
live bands, carnival games and
activities and tons of local food
options. All this and more
for FREE!!
Downtown Edwardsville
Campus Activities Board

For addttona) inform ation on Welcome Week Activities, c.ill the Kim niel leadership Center at (¡50 2M!<>

see IM SPORTS, page 48
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www.siue.edu/ATHLETIC
Date

Eve n t

T im e

D ale

S a t . Aug 13

W om en's R rccsr vs Akimni <Re im }

ij pm

S u r , Sept 2fs "W om en's Srexsar vs Snuthen? Indiana

Sat., A u g . '3

Men’s Sòoóer - Alum rl G a m e « Scrim ;

7 pn

S u r.. Sept. 25

'Men's so cce r vs. Southern Ir diana

Wed.. Aug. 17 W c ^ie n ’s S ic c e r vs. J B M ar ne Club (Sarirr.J

6 pm

Tue., Sept. 27

"Women's Tennis vs. Southern Indiana

2 pm

Wed., Aug

7 pm

1uo.. Sept. 27

’Vukiyball vs. Southern Ird a n a

? prri

Fn.. Rept 3Ì1.

"W om en's Tennis vs Quinn1
/

7 pm

H i., Sept. 3U

'Volleyball vs Ofuiy

7 pm

"Women's Tennis

17

Men's Sooscr vs. L n d c rw o a c (S c n rr.)

Ttm s

Eve n !

Noon
2.30 pm

Run , Aug 21

W m jm 's Snocer vs. McKenriree .'Rcrim }

4 pm

Sun.. A u g . 21

Men’s Soccer vs.. Eastern Illinois (Sui ni.)

6.30 pal)

Fri. Aug 26

WDTien'B Snccer vs. Missouri Southern

4 pm

Sa t.. Ont. 1

Sun., A u g . zu

W om en's Soccer vs. Ashland

Noon

sat.. Oct. 1

'Volleyball vs. K o c n u rs t

2 pm

Run , Aug. ?R

Men's Sroo a r vs Ashland

Fri.. Orrt 7

'ijV n n en ’s Rorvrar v s I evils

!j pm

T m . Amy 3C

Volleyball vs McKendree

2 pm
7 pm

Fri. Rapì 2

YfalteybaM vs A derson Brciaddus

2

4:30 pm

to .

Missouri St, Louis

riL .o c t. 7

'M en’s Soccer vs. Lewis

Sa t.. Or?. 8

W/M Cross C ount'y

ill ./Mo. Border '/'far?,

1 pm

7.30 pm
10 a m.

Voitòyoailvs Norincrn Michigan

7 pin

S u r., Oct. 9

'W om en's Socccr vs. u vv-H a r< sd c

R a t . Seot 3

Cross Country - Cm ioa v'Rearraf Cna Henna

9 am

S u r . Oat 9

*Men's Bonner vs UW -Parksina

Sut. Seat. 3

Volleyball vs. Missouri Southern

9.30 am

Frl., Oct. 14

Volley bull v s . Bellartiiine
"v/t* Isyba il vs N nrthe *n Kentucky

1 pm

'W om en's Soooor vs. Mlssouri-St. Loins

5 pill

bn., s e p t

NOOh
? 3 0 pm
“ pm

Rat, Sent. 3

Vnlteytaa 1vs Truman

5 pm

Sat.. Oct. 15

hrt.. s o p ì &

Women's soccor vs. U n ity tnlorna'lonai

5 pill

H i., Oct. 21

Fri., Sept &

Men's Soccer vs; T a m a n Slate

7 pm

Fn.. Oct. 21

"Men s Scpasr vs. Missouri-St. Louis

Suri.. Sept ' 1

W crncn’s Sccccr vs. Saginaw 'v'alio/

N osn

S u r., Out. 22

'M e n s Seccar vs. Mi&sauri-Ralla

Run ., Sept 11

Man's Snooar vs. Saginew V h lay

2-30 pm

S u r . O rt 23

"W om en's Sonner vs Missouri-Rolla

Sun., Sept. '8

Mon's G o t - Cou-aar Classic

All D ay

lUO.. NOV. 1

*Voilcytoall vs. K o nU cky Wesleyan

7 pm

Mon,. Sep: 19 Men's C c f - Cougar Classic

All Day

F r ., No-/ 4

"Voleyball vs. Indianapolis

7 pm

Sal., Nov. 5

’V u leyball vs S i Joseph s

1 pm

h n.. Sept. '¿3

‘W om en's Sccecr vs. Kentucky Wesleyan

Fri

’ Me n's Soccer vs Kentucky Wesleyar»

Rapt 23

5 pm
7-30 pm

*Great Lakes Valley C onfe re nce Events

T IM E S A N D D A T E 3 S U B J E C T T O C H A N G E

7:20 pm
Noon
2:30 pm
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Let your fun flag fly high with club sports
M a tthew B ru ce
S po r ts E p it q r

Students who have searched
around to no avail for their
favorite activity can find what
they are looking for by starting
their own club sport.
The SIUE Departm ent of
Campus Recreation sponsors a
wide variety of clubs, ranging
from bass fishing to skydiving,
with students providing the
impetus for each sport.
“This is by all m eans a
student
run
program ,”
Recreational Specialist Keith
Becherer said of the club sports
lineup. “We’re just here to advise
them.”
“We try and do what we can
to let them know that the
possibilities
are
definitely
endless,” he added.
Club sports have been a part
o f SIUE nearly since its
inception. The m en’s soccer
team, which brought SIUE its
first intercollegiate competition,
started out as a club sport.
“Club sports have been
around for years. For instance,
the underwater hockey club was
re-instated by the (former club)
president’s son,” Becherer said,
pointing out that the club went

P h o t o s C o u r t e s y o f s iu e . e d u

The Flying Cougars go parachuting through the skies (left), the
Cricket Club plays (above), and the Hockey Club celebrates its
third straight championship earlier this year (below).

dormant for nearly two decades
before the current president
brought it back to life.
Becherer,
who
began
working with SIUE’s club sports
program in 1999, said there has
been a recent boom in the number
of newly formed clubs.
“About six years ago, we had
two clubs, with one fledgling on
the brink of collapse,” he said.
“Really within the last three or

four years, we’ve seen a steady
increase.”
The program expanded from
six clubs in the fall of 2002 to the
current roster of 22 sports.
“The biggest credit goes to
the students, taking the lead and
finding others with similar
interests,” Becherer said.
Outdoors A nonym ous, for
rock-climbing and hiking
see CLUB SPORTS, page 48

E a r n m o n e y to h e lp
fin a n c e y o u r e d u c a tio n

S tu d e n t J o b
F in d e r
w w w .s t u e m p .s iu e .e d u
-ftna, age 16
Everybody loves to trash teenagers, right?
Maybe they don't realize that we do care. That we can make
a difference. Get involved in Crime Prevention. Clean up parks.
Teach younger kids. Start a school or neighborhood watch.
And help make your com m unity safer and better for everyone.
Together, we can prove them wrong by doing something r ig h t

A4
ìm
f7T¡7

1 - 8 0 0 -7 2 2 -T E E N S
w w w .w e p r e v e n t.o r g

S o T i t t i e i n I l l i n o i s U n i v e i y i t y E c U tr a i c t e v i l le
£> t i l d e u t F . t rì p i o y m e u t
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A rc h iv e
C la s s ifie d s
G e n e r a l In fo rm a tio n
My A ccount
L e tte r s to th e E d ito r

You've stayed up all night working on a project
a fid you need to print it in the morning
before going to class, we're here for you.
You need hand outs and overheads for
a presentation that's due? No
problem! You're organization
elected you to come up with a
banner for an event? We Ve
got you covered. We've been
helping students for over 20 years
get things done that have to get
done. We can help you too...

M orris U n iv e rs ity C en ter . M ain Level . M onday - Friday . 8:00 am - 4:30 pm . 650-2178

T h ursd ay , A u g u st

25,2005
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AAc3k.e
Schnucks, a full-service grocery store, has
everything you need including favorite nam e brands,
top -qu ality produce, m eat and seafood and
c o n v e n ie n t ready-to-serve en trees and sid e dishes.
On a tight budget? Check out our quality-guaranteed
Schnucks brand products! They’re a .low-price alternative
to your favorite name brands. You’ll also find school supplies,
h ealth and beauty b a sics and a fu ll-serv ice pharm acy.
We make it easy!

punt

Tn&

p fi

WeVe <S?cr£ VJUcS-f yoU nJejzA.
Groceries • Pens, pencils and paper
Recordable DVDs and CDs
Health and beauty basics
Printer cartridges • Florist Shop
Pharm acy • Photo processing
Western Union * Check cashing • And more!
h l-O U p S .

o p e . c l r f ' < 3 n\c 1

c* 3 p d < s. a c c e j p f e d

.COM

Edwardsville • 2222 Troy Rd. • 659-0010
. 2005 Scftnuck Markets. Inc.
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Campus Recreation www.siue.edu/CREC
f

Student Fitness
Center Hours

0)
Cfl

01

09

3

Climbing Gym
Located in the Vadalabene Center, offers:
Primary Safety/Orientation Course*
Lead Climbing Class*
Student Night "> * Family Climb
FUN!
Call 650-3235 for moretnformation.

Monday - Friday
6:00 am -11:00 pm
Saturday
9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Sunday
12:00 pm - 9 : 0 0 f i i g l § « ^ * l

.

■

Hours differ for breaks and holidays.

y fe lc o m e

B a c lO .

Cougar Lake
Recreation
Pavilion and Marina
Have a picnic and take a boat ride.
Call 650-BFIT for more information.

Pick tip

your

Life After Class booklet;
ydur guide to
veryone.
m m m
au
~t m m

....
e Club Sports
1650-3245.;

A

or Pool
campus!
ool schedu!

itations*
ssments

*Fees may pertain to certain activités.
Located on campus.

Ou t d o o r
P o o l (PS®
Thursday, September 1
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

12 0 0

F R E E E v e n ti

p

Open to SiUE students,

and pool members

Music, freefood, drinks,
games, andprizes!

<*

0

r

FREE to students with valid I
..' ‘ '
&
^

1

¿j ICougar Lake Marina open .
ft August 27 - September 26. <<>'

Get your PASSPORT at Equipment
Issue or the Reception Desk.
Available to SIUE students and SFC M em bers w /valid ID.

j|

by At
;@SFC Reception Desk

earn tecftnf{juessu5«<i<by actual f
fe S lte jQ r 6 5 ?
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Now or never in Powerball City
Hard-nosed style of play provides fuel for volleyball team’s attack
The Cougars hope to breakthrough this season with seven seniors
Z ach G
S

po r ts

R

roves
epo rter

SIUE volleyball head coach
Todd Gober could be headed for
best season of his career, coming
in with a roster deeper than Lake
Michigan with 17 players to fill

Talsma.
Even with the returning
players, Gober said no position is
guaranteed.
“The returning players are
going to have to battle hard and
make sure they are still working
hard and not saying, ‘I am going

P h o t o s C o u r t e s y o f s iu e . e d u

A s f a r as the biggest challenge is everyone
coming up with the m entality th a t we've got to do it |gp§
this year. We have go t seven girls who are leaving.
This is our last chance and we have been close the
last few yea rs , so we really w ant it this year.

Senior middle hitter Allison Buss
delivers a smash last season.

only eight spots on.the court.
It also helps that the team is
boasting seven seniors, including
one All-American honorable
mention and All-Region second
team selection in middle hitter
Heather Bonde, an All-Region
first team player in outside
hitter
Allison
Buss
and
an Academic All-District second
team choice in middle hitter Tina

Potthast
from
some changes in the game plan hitter Kim
this year, despite winning 25 Southwestern Illinois College.
matches in 2004, including a Potthast comes in after an injuryplagued campaign last year,
near-best 14 wins in the GLVC.
“We are taking a little bit which saw her undergo knee
different approach,” he said. “I surgery.
“Kim is an im pact type
think the worst thing that we can
do is sit back and rest on our player ... she jumps very well,
laurels and think we are going to
be as good or better than last year
just because we are another year
older.”
While having that much
experience all at once is a
blessing, it can also be a curse.
Although
several
younger
players, such as junior outside
hitters Beth Degreef and Tricia
Happe, also came through in the
clutch last season, this year could
be the Cougars’ only chance for
a while to win it all, according
to senior outside hitter and
one
of
the
three
team
captains Kindra Westendorf.
“As far as the biggest
challenge is everyone coming up
with the mentality that we got to
do it this year we have
got seven girls who are leaving,”
Westendorf said. “This is our last
chance and we have been close
the last few years so we really
want it this year."
However, those eight spots
could potentially be filled this
season.
Gober lost two outside
hitters, Tina Helphrey as well as
Shannon Winkeler, whose career
ended with a cracked sternum. In
addition, Gober noted that
Degreef had off-season knee
surgery and can no longer play
outside.
With that in mind, he signed
six outside hitters in the off
season. Five come to SIUE fresh
out of high school, including
setter Mallory Clements, outside

to play because I am a senior,’”
he said. “You have to get out
there and you have to earn it.”
The Cougars fell to the
University of Southern Indiana
Screaming Eagles in the Great
Lakes
Valley
Conference
cham pionship
match
last
November, just missing the
NCAA Regionals.
Gober said there will be

~Team captain Kindra Westerdorf
hitters Emily Rahn, Jenny
Gilman and Kate Hofeldt and
defensive
specialist
Emily
Goebel.
“The right side is going to be
a big battle for us and we have
got a number of talented hitters,”
Gober said.
Gober also added stingier
defense to the firepower-laden
squad with the signing of outside

position at Belleville West High
School in April. G raduate
Assistant Katherine Gilman will
take over, and Gober could not be
more excited.
“I feel fortunate that we have
Kati Gilman coming in,” he said.
“She has tremendous knowledge

P h o t o s C o u r t e s y o f s iu e . e d u

Fellow senior middle hitter Tina Talsma
goes high for the spike.

adds tremendous size to our front
row and throws a big block,”
Gober said. “Kim has the
potential to really be a positive
influence on this team to really
help us get to the next level.”
Other changes have been
made to the volleyball team this
season. Last year’s assistant
coach. Melanie Mueller, accepted
the volleyball head coach

and has good rapport with the
athletes.”
Gober hopes to see what the
team needs work on early. The
Cougars will take on the
Hillsdale College Chargers to
open up the Nebraska-Om aha
Tournament at 1:30 p.m. Friday
Aug. 26 in Omaha, Neb.
“That will be a real tester for
us,” Gober said.
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Bullseye: SH E marks the spot
After falling just shy of a national championship in the fall and going
undefeated in the spring, the men’s soccer team has a target on its back.
“It is not common for
somebody to make an impact
“There is a lot that has to
right away like that,” he said. “I
happen in order to win a
guess as a coach you don’t base
championship. I think we will
the season around an initial
definitely be in the hunt,” he said.
impact.
“While on paper we are good
“But, when it happens it’s
enough, there is a lot that has to
icing on the cake, and I like
happen that is not in our control.
icing,” he added.
“It is how we are positioned
No matter what happens, the
in personnel and take it to the
Cougars will take on every team
field,” he added.
with a target on their backs. As
Huneke feels he has built up
Huneke put it, his team “will be
more muscle offensively with
the biggest game of the year for
four new transfers and the
every opponent they play.”
addition of a high-school phenom
Huneke added that even the
in freshman forw ard Robert
slightest of mistakes could doom
Ridder. Nevertheless, he looks at
the Cougars at any point during
defense as the biggest key to a
the season.
successful year.
“It is a nice position to be
“I do think that firepower
in,” Huneke said of being the top
will continue to be one of our
team in the Great Lakes Valley
strengths,” Huneke said. “But,
Conference. “People respect you
so much but (we) also realize that
if we are not on our A game every
“ Soccer requires a great deal of
tim e, we can be assured our
focus and we cannot drift mentally
opponent will be on its top game.
“Soccer requires a great deal
from our preparation and from
of focus and we cannot drift
our game performance.”
mentally from our preparation
and
from
our
game
~ Coach Ed H uneke
performance,” he added.
Huneke and the men’s team
statistically
our
defensive
began the season with three home
performance was very good last
exhibition games, before going
year, and in order to be one of the
on the road for a game against
best in the nation you have to
Christian
Brothers
College
have the stats like we have. And
Thursday in M emphis, Tenn. The
we do a good job at both ends of
Cougars return home to host
the field.”
Ashland U niversity at 2 p.m.
Most of last year’s defense is
Sunday at Ralph Korte Stadium.
still intact, with backs senior
Huneke hopes to see crowd
John Lamping and junior Kevin
turnouts equal last season or even
Thibodeau to protect sophomore
improve.
goalkeeper Nicolas Frasca, who
“I would like to see the
finished strong w ith a goals
momentum carry over on the part
E r i c C r a n e / A lestle
against average of 0.73 in 17
of the fans at the end of the year
Senior Pete Cacciatore controls the ball during the championship game last season. Cacciatore
starts.
last year ... there was great
On the other hand, the needs ten assists this season to become the all-time SIUE career assists leader.
student interest,” he said. “And
defense will be w ithout All- Huneke said about the void something 1 am concerned about game-winners and collecting 15 our east side arrangement over
points.
American
back
Michael Burgund leaves. “Mike was very this season.”
there will be enhanced, so I do
Sophomore forward Adam
When asked w hether any
Burgund, and that leaves Huneke talented on the ground but also
think that adds to our success
added
a
very
im portant Lanter stood out big in his first incoming players could break out
worried.
when we have support like that
“That is going to be one of dimension up high for us. He was collegiate season in 2004, netting this season, Huneke would not and it adds to the students’
the question marks this year,” good in the air, and that is six goals, four of them being make any predictions.
experience.”
continued fro m page 36

The hunt for a Cougar red October begins
J ong C

am bron

S ports R

eporter

Even after a near flawless
record in conference play, the
SIUE women’s soccer team is
looking to become more effective
on offense to progress further in
the playoffs this season.
After cruising through Great
Lakes
Valley
Conference
opponents with a 9-1 record, the
Cougars were caged in the
postseason
by
Northern
Kentucky U niversity in the
sem ifinals
of
the
GLVC
tournament to finish with a 13-6
record.
According to Head Coach

Women's soccer team looks to make a
stronger push in postseason tounaments

Lynda Bowers, the team will
work on finishing offensive
attacks and try to be consistent
offensively.
The team also
needs to m inim ize m ental
errors, a major reason why the
Cougars did not advance in the
playoffs.
A fter losing All-GLVC
player Ann Crawford, who led
the team in goals with nine, to
graduation, Bowers is looking for
senior midfielders Kelly Dill and
Crystal Schellenger and senior
back Lindsey K am pw erth to
provide the leadership.

Schellenger is coming off a
redshirt season.
“I think they are going to be
key players in leading us to the
postseason,” Bowers said.
And with eight new players
joining the team, Bowers expects
several of her new incoming
players to provide a spark.
“Jenny Kates is going to
open a lot o f eyes in the
conference,” she said.
Kates, a forward, is a former
A ll-Conference and All-M etro
selection for her efforts while
playing at Incarnate Word

Academy, and has won a state
title.
Bowers is also looking
forward to midfielders Elizabeth
Valenti and Amy Million, and
goalkeeper Kaci Backs to
compete for starting positions on
the team.
“Valenti is a highly skilled
player,” Bowers said. “ I’m
looking for Kaci Backs and our
starting goalie to push each other
for the starting position.”
Bowers believes this year’s
team is one of the most talented
teams she has coached at SIUE.

Three Second Team AllGLVC players, forward Kristine
Armstrong, Dill and back Kayla
Fromme return to the mix.
The Cougars jump back into
action with a game at 4 p.m.
Friday against Missouri Southern
State University at home.
SIUE
sees
its
first
conference play Sept. 7 on the
road against Quincy University.
The Cougars were picked to
finish third in the conference,
behind University of WisconsinParkside and NKU, according to
the 2005 w om en’s soccer GLVC
preseson coaches poll.
SIUE faces UW -Parkside
Oct. 9 and NKU and Oct. 14.

T hursday, A u gu st

25,2005
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Cross Country Cougars
Women’s golf finds youthful exuberance looking to get on same page
Z ach G roves
S

po rts

R

epo rter

SIUE women’s golf could be
in for another rebuilding year.
Just months removed from
the NCAA East Regional in
Allendale, Mich, and a sixthplace finish out of six teams, the
women’s team lost its top scorer
of the last two seasons.
Form er Cougar standout,
junior
Kallie
H arrison,
transferred from SIUE to join the
Ball State University wom en’s
golf squad over the summer, and
to further pursue her career
interests in medical science.
“She is really interested in a
Division I school right now, and
usually you just want what is best
for the kids,” SIUE women’s golf
head coach Mark Marcuzzo said
of Harrison. “I hope she has a
great career there.”
The team now enters the
season with only one player with
more than a year of experience.
While sophomores Natalie
Connaway, Ashley Hamm and
Kelly Morris return this fall after
one season, senior Brittany Hood
has only one more season under
her belt, but enters the campaign
swinging a hot club.
Hood finished 17th in the
Regional last spring after

shooting an 80, tying the school
record for the lowest score in the
tournament with former Cougar
Katie Farrell, who accomplished
the feat in 2003.
“I think Brittany will come
in and really be the leader,”
Marcuzzo said. “But I tell you,
we got some great kids (coming
in).”
Marcuzzo added significant
depth to the team when he signed
juniors Casey Biddinger, Ashley
Hemann and Danielle Kaufman
away from Rend Lake College
after all three helped the Lady
Warriors win the McKendree
Invitational and the Cougar
Classic in April, along with
top-ten finishes in the NJCAA
National tournament.
Marcuzzo said he feels he
has added some power to an
already potent squad.
“Ashley Hemann just shot in
a tournament in Decatur (in July)
and shot a 75 on the second day,”
Marcuzzo
said.
“Danielle
Kaufman has great potential. She
was an All-American at Rend
Lake and Casey Biddinger is
working hard on her game.
“I think I might have five
girls that can shoot in the 70s on
a consistent basis,” he added.
Connaway said she is
thrilled to be playing with golfers

M atthew B ruce

of their stature.
"Those girls are excellent
golfers and they are the best in
southern Illinois,” Connaway
said. “I think we will have a
strong season.”
Marcuzzo also signed two
recruits from high school.
Freshmen Lauren Elmore and
Kirstin Fischer will test the
college courses for the first time
in their careers. Both were state
qualifiers during their senior
years.
A fter assembling a group
with as much punch as these girls
pack, Marcuzzo is confident that
the next step will be taken, which
is to claim another Great Lakes
Valley Conference championship.
“I think we have a great
chance,” Marcuzzo said. “I sure
do, I think it is extremely
exciting.
“Every one of these girls is
working hard this summer,” he
added. “They are coming to see
me, taking lessons and you never
know ... we can come in and
challenge
them
for
the
championship.”
The women hit the links
competitively Saturday and
Sunday,
Sept.
3
and
4
respectively, at the Katke G olf
Course in Big Rapids, Mich, for
the Ferris State Invitational.

S

po rts

E

d it o r

new recruit and four walk-ons to
a team that finished fourth in the
Great Lakes Valley Conference

Listen closely, and you can and 121^ in the NCAA Great
almost hear the low rumblings far Lakes Regional tournament last
off on the horizon. It’s coming season.
quickly,
stampeding
over
hilltops, scuttling through forests
and charging into the area. Soon
and very soon, scores of college
athletes will trample the green
pastures of southern Illinois as
the 2005 cross-country season
kicks off.
This year, the main focus for
the
SIUE
program
is
improvement and team unity.
Head
Coach
Eileen
M cAllister enters her second
season at the helm o f the men’s
and women’s squads poised to
make strides on both sides with
an emphasis on a more teamP h o t o s C o u r t e s y o f s iu e . e d u
oriented training regiment.
SIUE senior Brian Taghon.
“Well, I definitely think a
stronger place at both conference
Kyle Cameron, the only new
and regionals,” she cited as one runner to sign a letter of intent
of this year’s goals. “Last year with the Cougars, comes to SIUE
was my first year as coach, and from United Township High
there was not much summer School, where he finished 12th in
training. I was hired late in the Illinois AA State cross country
summer.
last year tallying a mark of 15
“They (will) be more minutes and 11 seconds.
consistent with their training,”
Steven
W erths,
Marty
she added, and “ make better Copeland, Randy K linger and
training partners for one another.” Tim Raube round out the
The Cougar men add one
see CROSS COUNTRY, page 46

STUDENT GOVERNMENT WELCOMES YOU
BACK TO SCHOOL
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Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

COME JOIN STUDENT GOVERNMENT
a t t h e ir f ir s t s e n a t e m e e t in g o f t h e y e a r

August 26, 2005; 2 p.m.
Goshen Lounge, Morris University Center

Student Government
E x e c u tiv e B o a r d

C in d y I lo le s k o . P re s id e n t
N ik k i G r a s h o f f , V ic e P re s id e n t
M e r e d ith B u rk a rt, F in a n c e B o a rd C h a ir
A s h le y B e n e d ic t, E x te rn a l A ffa irs C h a ir
C in d y O u llo , In te rn a l A ffa irs C h a ir
C h r i s I V I io f s k y , S t u d e n t O r g a n i z a t i o n s A d v i s o r y B o a r d
S e n a to rs
C a m e ro n C o b b
C a s s a n d ra C o s te llo
A le x K n g lis h
T im o th y G o ld m a n
B e ts y H a ll
M ilto n K id d
M a u ric e L a w s o n
C a rl B M itc h e ll
J e s s e P h e lp s
L is e S u l lim a n
M a tth e w T o w n s e n d
C h ris tin e W illia m s
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2005 Summer Sports Camps

M a t t h e w B r u c e /A lestle

SIUE hosted several camps for children of all ages over the summer in sports such as wrestling,
tennis, basketball, softball, baseball and volleyball.

The D e a n ’s D o z e n ,a select g ro u p o f 12 u n d e rg ra d u a te students
representing th e five d e p a rtm e n ts in th e School o f Education, serve
as s tu d e n t representatives on b e h a lf o f th e school.The o p p o rtu n ity
to b e c o m e a Dean's D ozen m e m b e r is o p e n to all students in th e
School o f Education and w e are s u p p o rtiv e o f an d enjo y b ein g able
to p rovid e this p rog ram for our students.
w w w .s iu e .e d u /e d u c a tio n

T h ursd ay , A u g u st

25,2005

CROSS COUNTRY

from page 45

incoming class.
“(Cameron) is our only recruit
technically. But we’ll have other kids
coming out for the team,” McAllister
said. “I am definitely looking for Kyle
to make an immediate impact, and we
look for the other four to add depth.”
The new team members will join
what McAllister considers to be a
strong group of returning runners.
Despite losing SIUE’s first
ever GLVC cham pion Ryan
Boyll to graduation, McAllister is
confident that seniors Trae
Cotner, Brian Taghon and others
will step up to fill the void.
“Trae Cotner is a senior and
has always been really involved
with the team,” she said. “Bryan
has had experience at the national
level.
“Erik Steffens is just a
sophomore,” M cAllister added
“He had a good freshman year.”
She said she expects him to
provide a source of leadership
this season.
McAllister said she hopes to
take the GLVC crown and qualify
for nationals this season.
“We are more apt to achieve
those goals now,” she said, citing
the fact that last season was her
first year as head coach.
On the women’s side, despite
the addition of four recruits, three
walk-ons and the return of GLVC
Freshman o f the Year Kelly

Flounders, the Cougars will have
their work cut out for them.
“It’s definitely going to be a
rebuilding
year
for
us,”
McAllister said. “We lost two
seniors and both were big pieces
of the puzzle.”
M a ry W itte a n d L e e
A n n e L o m a x g r a d u a te d la s t
s p r in g , le a v in g th e S IU E to
re ly on s e n i o r H e a th e r
Z ip p a r r o f o r l e a d e r s h i p .
“She’ll
be
my
only
upperclassmen,” McAllister said
of Zipparro. “She was a team
captain last year.”
SIUE signed area standouts
Elizabeth W illiam s, M ichelle
M eador, Katelyn Davis and
Chelsey Patterson in the off
season. Stacey Briggs, Hannah
Malik and Alicia Riggs join the
team as walk-ons.
With their help McAllister said
she hopes to improve from sixth place
last season to the top four in the
GLVC, and to the top 15 in the region.
“I’ve been here for one year, so
I’m excited to see what the kids did
over the summer,” she said. “Last year
everybody was all over the place with
their training. Now that we’ve been
together, we should have more
cohesion.”
The Cougars kick off the
season at 9:30 a.m. Saturday
Sept. 3 in St. Louis at the
Washington U. Early Bird meet.
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A recognized student o rg a n iza tio n o f SIUE
dedicated to enqaqinq the m ind a n d the h e a rt o f

gg
ijjp

each student w e s e r v e ."
- Fellowship. . .

- "Reel" Spirituality . . .

- Service. . .

( a d i a l o g b e t w e e n f a it h a n d film )

- Encouragement. . .

- Band of Brothers. . .

- Relevant Bible
Studies. . .

( m e n 's a c c o u n t a b ilit y )

( w ith th e e x c lu s iv e " n o - f lu f f" g u a r a n t e e ! )

ALL C SF E V E N T S A R E O P E N T O E V E R Y O N E

[Tony & T o m m y J a ckso n ]
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CLUB SPORTS -

from page 39

aficionados, and the Trap and
Skeet club, for those who enjoy
shooting their rifles, are two new
clubs that unveil this fall.
Outdoors Anonymous club
member Dave Richey, who is a
staff member in the Vadalabene
C enter’s
clim bing
gym ,
expressed his love for his club’s
activities.
“I feel at home when I ’m
outdoors,” he said.
The Tackle Football Club is
also an upstart club that created a
buzz around campus during the
spring semester.
“I honestly see them playing
one or two games against local
schools and semi-pro team s, and
that’s a huge step,” Becherer said.
“It’s great for the program, and
overall it’s good for the students.”
The Ice Hockey Club
continued its amazing thrill ride,
winning its third consecutive
Mid-Atlantic Collegiate Hockey
Association
G old
Division
championship last season.
Other clubs include the
Cricket Club, which saw its first
taste of action in the summer of
2003, the Hying Cougars Club,
which competes in skydiving and
sport parachuting, the Paintball
Club, the Powerlifting Club and
the martial arts driven Tae Kwon
Do Hapkido Club.
Becherer
stressed
the
■im portance o f all the clubs,
saying that overall involvement
depends on students taking

leadership roles and initiatives.
“It shows that there are
things to do on the weekends and
things to do in the evenings,” he
said.
The Club Sports program is
open to all SIUE students,
faculty, staff, Student Fitness
Center members and alumni.
Many of the clubs travel the
nation competing against other
schools. Nevertheless, the clubs
are not varsity sports so few offer
scholarships, and many have to
provide their own financial
backing through fundraisers and
membership dues.
“We have clubs that charge
anywhere from $10 to $900 for
dues,” Becherer said.
Students looking to start
their own club m ust register,
complete the petitioning process
and be officially recognized by
the Student Government.
“It’s a simple process,”
Becherer said. “I ’ve seen clubs
establish them selves in two
weeks.”
“Every student should take
the opportunity to participate in
existing clubs,” Becherer said.
“It’s a great opportunity to try
something different.”
And if students don’t find
any o f the clubs interesting,
Becherer said they should start
their own.
“Obviously, I ’m going to do
everything I can to help the
students,” he said.

IM SPORTS -----

from page 37

fee. Winners o f the three
divisions — men, women and co
ed — earn a free entry into a
regional flag football tournament.
The bass fishing tourney, a
two-person event, will kick the
semester off on Sept. 10. The
event will be held at Cougar
Lake.
The day after the fishing
competition, the sand volleyball
event will take place at noon.
Registration for the bass fishing
tournament is on Sept. 8 and
registration for sand volleyball

will be an hour before the games
commence.
Students need to go to the
Intramural office at the Student
Fitness Center to register. The
cost per team is $20.
Later in the year, students
will get a chance to partake in co
ed volleyball, 6-on-6 soccer,
racquetball,
floor
hockey,
badminton and the 3-on-3
basketball tournament.
A schedule will be posted on
the campus recreation Web site at
siue.edu/CREC/imsports.

Know Your
World
Read the Alestle
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Check us out! !
Expand your Horizons through the

Student Leadership
Development Program
We o ffe r

Leadership Modules
Presented by
Community, government, business leaders and University Faculty and Staff

Volunteer Service
Gain invaluable insight and learning experience about surrounding communities

IMAGE
Learn etiquette, interviewing strategies, and job search techniques

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People®
Enhance personal development skills and learn to organize and prioritize through
Stephen Covey’s program

Get the details - attend SLDP Orientation
Peck Hall, Room 1410

August 23 - 2:00 & 6:30
August 24, 31 September 7 -4:30 p.m.
-o r -

Student Meeting - August 30, 4:30 p.m. - Board Room - MUC
For the SLDP Calendar, visit the website at www.siue.edu/KIMMEL/SLDP

H a irc u ts th a t fit y o u r
lifestyle a n d b u d g e t.

P re s e n t y o u r s tu d e n t ID fro m
S o u t h e r n I L U n i v e r s i t y a n d y o u w i ll r e c e iv e

10% o f f
a n y h a i r c a r e s e r v ic e o r p r o d u c t s .
M O N T C L A IR E S H O P P IN G C E N T E R

www.thealestle.com

I S I6 T ro y R o a d

- E d w a rd sv tlte , IL

(6 1 8 ) 692-4262

/L G r e a t d i p s
f o r h a ii:
G u a ra n te ed Satisfaction.
G u a r a n te e d S tyle."
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arts & issues
T“t SOUTHERN

ILLIN O IS U N IV E R S IT Y

Ti

2005-2006 season

EdwardwillE

a season of extraordinary events

A swingin’ & rockin’ good time!

big bad voodoo daddy
Friday, September 30, 8 p.m.

Forbes Magazine editor-in-chief and
former Presidential contender

steve forbes
Tuesday, January 10, 7:30 p.m.

The legendary voice for our times

joan baez

A musical celebration of Mozart’s 250th birthday with the

alexander string quartet

Saturday, October 15, 8 p.m.

Friday, January 27, 8 p.m.

Pulitzer Prize-winning author

david mccullough

Classically trained, breathtakingly versatile

minnesota dance theatre

Thursday, October 27, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, March 17, 8 p.m.

It’s Christmas with Grammy-winner

kathy mattea

FOR TICKETS & INFO - SIUE Fine Arts Box Office 650-2774

www.artsandissues.com

Friday, December 2, 8 p.m.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

TICKETS

Subscription - 6 events + special attraction, Kathy
Mattea :$ 147; $73, students
Subscription - 6 events: $125; $62.50, students

Performances: $24; $12 students
Speakers: $20; $10, students

When you see this sign, show your SIUE Student ID for great discounts at these local
merchants!
Support these local businesses because they support YOU!

Discount

Business

10%
1 0 % , $ 7 o ff fo r r e f e r r a ls

A & A 's B e a d s N T h i n g s
A M P S a lo n
A z t e c T a n & S a lo n
B a lu C o y o t e
B e lla M ila n o
B a n q u a rt J e w e le r s
C o ffe e T a lk C a fé
C u rv e s
D a i r y Q u e e n (E d w a r d s v ill e )

15%
10%

15%
20%
1 0 % on M o n d a y & T u e s d a y
$ 9 9 fo r A m o . N o s ig n u p f e e a n d r e d u c e d d u e s

15%

D e s tin e d F o r B e a u ty (J a d e S a lo n )
D i a m o n d N a ils In c .
E d w a r d s v i l l e B lim p ie
E d w a r d s v i l l e C y c l e r y & F it n e s s C e n t e r
Got G am e
G r e a t C lip s
H a r d e e 's ( G l e n C a rto o n )
H e a lth y H a ir
H o u s e o f C h i n a II (E d w a r d s v i l l e )
M o j o 's M u s i c
M o r g a n ’s C o r n e r
M r s S e i b o l d 's B a k e S h o p s , in c . ( E d w a r d s v i l l e )

1 0 % & a f t e r 9 s e r v ic e s , t e n t h is 1/2 off. $ 5 o ff
r e f e r r a ls u p o n first v is it
1 0%
F r e e 2 2 o z . D r in k w it h a n y p u r c h a s e
10 %
F r e e M e m b e r s h ip

10 %

O u r H e a lt h C l u b & S p a

F r e e f ry & d r in k w it h p u r c h a s e o f T h i c k b u r g e r
$ 1 5 d is c o u n t , $ 3 5 h ig h lig h t s , $ 1 5 d o lla r c u t
1 0 % a n d fre e d e liv e r y w it h $ 1 0 p u r c h a s e
1 0 % off. e x c lu d in g s a le ite m s
1 0 % off, e x c e p t o n c o n s i g n m e n t it e m s
1 0 % o ff all n o n - d e c o r a t e d p a s t r y ite m s
B u y o n e c o n e , g e t o n e fre e a n d B u y a la r g e c o n c r e t e
f o r t h e p ric e o f a s m a ll
1 0 % o ff m o n t h ly m e m b e r s h i p f e e s f o r s t u d e n t s a n d
s ta ff

S u b w a y (G le n C a rb o n )
T h e T a n C o m p a n y (G le n C a r b o n )

1 0 % o f f p r o d u c t s a n d p a c k a g e s : o n e w e e k u n lim ite d
t a n n in a $ 9 .8 8 . m v s t ic t a n s $ 1 6

N o rth s id e D a ir y H a v e n

15 %
10%

T o - D o ’s

SnutNorn filinole Itnhmrcihi Frfwardcvillo
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FOR RENT

PLACING A CLASSIFIED AD

5 Room private above garage apartment

Frequency Rates

In East Alton. Private parking, water paid.

(Five (5 ) w ords equal one line)

$375 per month 6 1 8-96 0-7 349

8/25/05

Used books at bargain prices. Good Buy

1 run: $ 1 .00/line

5 runs: $ .90/line

Bookshop, Love|oy Library Room 0012,

(2 line minimum)

20 runs: $.85/line

3 runs: $.95/line

Personals: $.50

Wednesdays and Thursdays 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.

Sponsored by Friends of Lovejoy

12/08/05

Library.

HELP WANTED
Edwardsville

district. Some education

school

Call Jennifer Calvo/ Hair Stylist

Deadlines
Tuesday Publication: Noon Friday
Thursday Publication: Noon
Tuesday

Adjustments

Assistant before and after school. YMCA
counselor in the

^ H a i r CO M PANY

All classified s and personals
must be paid in fu ll prior to
publication.

MISCELLANEOUS

Read your ad on the firs t day it appears.

requirements

If you cannot find your ad or discover an

needed. Hours are M-F 6 a.m .-9a.m.
an d/or 3p.m.-6p.m. $8 per hour. Contact

error in your ad, call 650-3528 or come

Roger

made fo r errors after the first insertion of

Schmidt

6 5 6 -0 4 3 6

fo r

more

09/06/05

information.

Wanted fem ale to do house cleaning

into the office.
advertisement.

Positively no allowance
No

allowance

of

correction will be made without a receipt.

and male to do yardwork. Call 656-9589

P la tin g Ads

08/30/05

afternoons or evenings.

To place a classified ad, come to the
Office of Student Publications, located in
the

friends
don’t let friends
drive drunk
©
U.S. Departm«nt of
Transportation

For the
News online
visit:
WWW.THEALESTLE.COM

T hursday, A u g u st 2 5 ,2 0 0 5

UC,

Rm.

2022,

and fill

BACK TO SCHOOL ÇP£CtALS!

out a

classifieds form.

Alestle Office Hours:
Monday thru Friday: 8am - 4:30pm

650-3528
BAHA’I FAITH
Devotional Services
Study Program
Campus Religious Center
AUGUST 25
(4th Sunday o f every m onth)
4:00 - 5:30
Students Invited

j|k

m

c o lo r

$ sryL£

--Ho

! \ co r $ s ty le
UP-DO-- H s
~

Ht-ur£, cur, $ -sryLf -Mo
Students ¡Bring I.D. fo r $ 5.00 Off!
P^one: (618)692-1122
Cell: (618)581-1592
1990 Troy Road • Edwardsville, IL 62025

Put some confidence in your career.
As a Regions Associate, you’ll not only be part of one of the top financial institutions in the nation and a trusted financial sales professional in your
market, you’ll be working for one of America’s Most Admired Companies as recently ranked by Fortune.
As one of the top 15 financial institutions in the country, Regions Bank offers a stable work environment filled with career advancement opportunities.
Apply online at www.regions.com. Click on “Careers,” then select Retail Banking as the job category.

Everyday confidence.

R eg io n s A ,
BANK

©2005 Restons Ban* Mambef F0IC. Union Plantera Bank merged wft Ragions Bank on Mm 29.2005 Ragions « an «firmative Action Empioyw. M/FWV.
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We’re excited to

WELCOME EVERYONE
BACK TO SCHOOL
Best Wishes From All MUC Departments For A
MUC Administration

G r e a t A c u d e tT lic Y e a r !

MUC Cash Office

MUC Business Office

O rriS

MUC Building Operations

niversity
enter

MUC Print & Design
Campus Information Office

MUC Cougar Lanes
MUC Dining Services

’AFFFFff'ttarfKFffmucum Books“re

MUC Technical Services

www.siue.edu/MU C

MUC Textbook Service

)
Freshens-Farms

Custom Blended Smoothies
Soft Serve Frozen Yogurts
Hand Dipped Ice Cream
Proprietary Nutritional Boosters
from XMET-Rx ,.. and much
more...
Located Lower Level
Morris University Center

Auntie Anne’s
$ rebels
THE PERFECT WAY TO HELP
CALM A SNACK CRAVE!
Hand Rolled Soft Pretzels
Smart Bites (15 grams of Carbs per order)
Ice Cold Lemonade
and Fruity Dutch Ice Beverages
Located Main Level
Morris University Center

MUC Scheduling Office

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
www.siuebookstore.com
•Graduate Level Text
•Supplemental Undergraduate
Course Materials
•SIUE Clothing
•Graduation Apparel

•Books for General Reading
•Gift Items

•Software

Located Main Level
Morris University Center

STARBUCKS
COFFEE
Enjoy Our World Famous Coffee A n d .

•Computers
•Internet Access
•Conversation
•Music and Relaxation...

\

Located Main Level
Morris University Center
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Chicken Melt
Hand Dipped Milk Shakes

£ tU N C rt

Strawberry-Covered Waffles

Fajita Salads

HOME OF THE HORSESHOE

H O R SESH O E

H O R SESH O E

with Our Famous Golden
with Homemade Spicy
Cheese Sauce
White Cheese Sauce
Choice of steak burger, buffalo chicken, pork tenderloin, o r sliced roast beef, served
on toast, smothered with our special m elted cheese and topped with french fries.

OPEN 7 AM FOR BREAKFAST

B R EA K FA S T PONYSHOE
2 eggs, choice o f sausage, bacon or ham, choice of cheese sauce or biscuits
and gravy with choice of golden crisp hash browns or country potatoes

(6 1 8 ) 6 9 2 -1 3 4 5
Carry Out Available
Order delivery Thru: Edwardsville ToGo 656-togo
or www.edwardsvilletogo.com
Open Sunday - Thursday 7:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 7:00 a.m. * 11:00 p.m.

1027 Century Drive University II • Edwardsville, IL

(Just o ff Hwy.157 behind Krieger's)
mm

